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This study presents a critical look on the architectural drawing, including its

reflections and more complex realities behind it. The transformations in

architectural drawing as a language of thought have been ana lysed with the help

of two eminent periods; the Renaissance and the Avant-garde. These periods

excelled with the representation of their space perception as the most valuable

periods in the history of architectural drawing. To gain an accurate evaluation

during the study, a contextual reconstruction of the selected periods have been

necessary. This "reconstruction" includes the position of the architect, the design

methodologies, the role of drawing. Perspective and axonometry drawings are

studied as pioneering tools to express the architect's abstract creation, and his

ideologies on architectural space in the history of architectural drawing.

Keywords: Architectural representation, architectural drawing, space,

abstract reduction



Bu <;all~ma, mimari <;izime ve ardlnda yatan daha karma~lk ger<;ekliklere

ele~tirel bir bakl~ a<;lsl sunmaktadlr. DO~Oncenin dili olarak ele alman mimari

<;izimdeki donO~Omler iki onemli donemin -Ronesans ve Avant-Garde- yardlmlyla

incelenir. Bu iki donem, mekan algllannm gosterimiyle, mimari <;izim tarihinde on

plana <;Ikarlar. Bu <;all~ma sOresince sagllkll bir degerlendirmeye ula~abilmek

amaclyla, bu donemlerdeki kavramsal yakla~lmlann yeniden kurgulanmasl gerekli

gorOlmO~tur. Bu soyut kurgulama, mimann konumunu, tasanm yontemleri ve

<;izimin rolOnO i<;ermektedir. Aynca perspektif ve aksonometrik <;izimler, mimari

<;izim tarihinde, mimann soyut ve mekana ait dO~Oncelerini aktarmada kullandlgl

en onemli ara<;lar olarak ele almml~tlr.

Anahtar kelimeler: Mimari temsiliyet (gosterim), mimari <;izim, mekan, soyut

anlatlm

Tezin Turkc;:e Ba§llgl: Mimari <;izimdeki Dbnu§umler: Rbnesans ve Avant-Garde 'da Mekanm
Temsiliyeti
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.Problem Definition

"To characterise architecture as abstract may be foolish, since a house is

no more abstract than a chair or a biscuit; but it makes great deal of sense to

call the process of its conception is abstracted. Architects do not make

buildings; they make drawings of buildings." (Evans, 1989, p16)

The graphic mediums of architectural representation; namely, architectural

drawings, models, study sketches, computer graphics have become the most

influential architectural artefacts. They are one mean of architectural

representation, the role of which has changed drastically in its historical context

depending on different stipulations. Unlike any other artistic professions such as

painting and sculpture, architects study their designs with an intermediate

medium during the design process. These mediums sometimes become a

translator on the way to the edifice itself or an architectural end product by

themselves. From today's point of view this dichotomy has brought many

advantages to the realm of architecture, thus graphic representation of

architecture, especially architectural drawing, become the most influential tool of

the architect. This study will concentrate on this idea; that is, the graphic

mediums of architecture are the reflections of the architect's abstract creation,

or namely the process of design, and analyse them as a language of

architectural thought, rather then as a medium of formal expression. This

subject brings many questions with, shaping the general approach of this study:

How did today's point of view towards the architectural drawing have come to

our day? How did it become one of the most effective tools of the architect?

How did the changing role of architectural drawing influence other factors in the

realm of architecture, especially the position of the architect and the most

important concept of architecture: the space?

1.2.Aim of the Study

This study aims to reveal the interrelation among the architectural drawing,

the social position of architecture and the architectural space represented on

two-dimensional medium. It focuses mainly on two important periods; the



Renaissance, during which drawing techniques have been established in

today's sense and the Avant-garde Movement, as a key period for the

understanding of the role of architectural drawing for the representation of

abstract creations. This study will be based on a pre-acceptance; that

architectural drawing is a language of thought and the ways of representation

reflects the intellectual atmosphere behind it. Moreover this thesis deals with the

transformations brought by architectural drawing to the role of architect and the

representation of space. So this study concentrates on an eminent change; the

true and scientific representation of three dimensionality on two dimensional

medium through perspective and the concept of representation of space, and

the concept of abstraction and the rationalisation process of architectural

representation.

1.3.Domain of the Study

The domain of this study is especially the two important periods in the

history of architecture and history of architectural drawing, the Renaissance and

the Avant-garde. It will analyse the modes of representations during these

periods and, concentrate on the representation of space and two modes of

representation; perspective and axonometry.

These two periods are selected, because during the former the basic

conventions of architectural representation has been established, architecture

begins to separate itself from its origin the act of building with the help of

drawing into the act of design. In Renaissance architecture became an

autonomous and abstract creation and the drawing becomes the language of

this abstract act. This period will be evaluated in the modes of representation as

the rise of perspectival representation. From this point; the innovations and

restrictions that were brought with perspective will be evaluated. As Evans

argues, "the kind of drawings in Renaissance used in the professional design,

production, and even illustration of architecture are not perspectival. They are

what is called orthographic projections" (Evans, 1989, p19)

For the evaluation of spatial representation another branch of art; the

painting during Renaissance, will be analysed. The rebirth of pictorial space in

Renaissance with the stimulus of the invention of scientific linear perspective is



a turning point for this study. Therefore the pictorial space in Renaissance is

another theme of this discussion.

The Avant-garde period is the other main period of this study, during which

the space conception overturned with the help of architectural drawing; namely

axonometry. This period is an eminent period, during which the abstract

creation of architect's mind has firstly demonstrated in the realm of architecture.

Although the avant-garde movement has replaced the settled conventional

concepts of architecture, questioning every traditional approach, it has chosen

the axonometric drawing for the representation of its revolutionary space

conception. So this thesis deals with Avant-garde movement and its most

influential tool of representation; the axonometry. For the evaluation of the

conceptual approach behind the avant-garde painting has been also studied in

detail.

1.4. Method of the Study

"If art is not just a form of production, but also a mode of expression,

signification and representation, it can also be seen as a form of

knowledge. It is in this sense that art of any sort is not above the sins

either of its context or its content." (Teymur, quoted from Ka<;maz, 1996,

p9)

"Since the interpretation of the artefact is considered to be intelligible,

only conventions and references common to both author and reader

can guarantee that its interpretation will convey architects' intention."

(Grignon and Loppen quoted from Sava~, 1998, p52)

This study is based on these statements; architectural artefact is never

complete and the interpretation of an artefact by the reader will continue the

process of supplementation. This process of supplement suggests the necessity

of a multifold reading of the architectural artefacts, describing projects and more

complex realities than drawn on paper. (Sava~, 1998, p52) So aiming multifold

reading of the architectural darwings, the intellectual reconstruction of selected

periods was necessary. An analyticaytical survey has been applied for a

general approach in the selected periods. This approach covers a gneral

agenda for the intellectual atmosphere of the selected periods, new emerging

drawing techniques and their relations with the concept behind.



Depending on the proposals mentioned above, that the architectural

artefacts suggest a multifold reading, this thesis suggests, as the first step, the

contextual reconstruction for the selected modes of representation and for the

selected period. For this reconstruction, the vision and intellectual atmosphere

of Renaissance and Avant-garde have been analysed in detail. This study uses

"the interaction" of architectural representation and painting not only as a

subject matter but also as a methodological tool to reveal the subject. As a

result the guidance of painting (in Renaissance for a legitimate reading of

architectural space on two-dimensional medium and in Avant-garde for a

correct interpretation of architectural concepts) has been used for a better

understanding of architectural artefacts.

The analysis of educational foundations and design methodologies during

Renaissance and Avant-garde are other essential factors for a fully and detailed

evaluation. They both have been used also for the methodology of this thesis.

To reach this goals; the literature survey has been the most effective tool

for this study. The philosophical essays and books on this subject have been

influential on the reconstruction of the theoretical bases for a multifold reading.

Both written documents and visual materials have been used for the evaluation

of the architectural artefacts.



DRAWING AND THE ARCHITECT: THEIR RELATIONS AND

INTERACTIONS

2.1. A General Point of View on the Architectural Drawing

Before examining the Renaissance period, the inventions of new

architectural drawing methods, the invention of mathematical basis of

perspective, the avant-garde period, the idea of abstraction and the appropriate

use of architectural drawing with the concept behind, a general approach to

architectural drawing will be analysed. This section of the study questions the

general definitions, the role, and the meaning of drawing in architecture.

2.1.1. Questions on the Definition of Architectural Drawing

"Drawing turns the creative mind to expose its workings. Drawing

discloses the heart of visual thought, coalesces spirit and perception, conjures

imagination, drawing is an act of meditation, an exorcism of disorder, a courting

of artistic ideas, above all it is the lean instrument of visual formulation and the

vortex of artistic sensibility." (Hill, 1966,p1)

"The act of drawing is an important starting point for the intellectual

process namely design." (Edwards, 1994, p1)

Throughout the history architectural drawing has played an eminent role

during all of the stages of architecture. It has been the most effective tool of the

architect. It has been an end product for the abstract creation of design, a

communication tool for the architect, a conceptual tool that invites the architect

into different and ideal worlds of imagination. If the history of architecture

analysed as the history of design, instead of history of buildings and masses,

architectural drawing as a language of the architect's thought should also be

examined properly to understand the ideas behind it. If the architectural drawing

is analysed in history it can be observed that, the cultural, social and intellectual

changes effecting on design process are parallel to the changes in the usage of

drawing.

"Ordinary things contain deepest mysteries." (Evans, 1997, p56)



This important statement of Robin Evans on the doors in his article

Figures, Doors and Passages can also be a statement to architectural drawing.

From today's point of view, the functions of architectural drawing seem so

natural and so usual that the following questions may be unnecessary: What is

drawing? What are its effects? What role does it play in the making and

definition of architecture? How has drawing been used? What could be the

impact of different drawing systems upon the methods and results of design?

On the other hand these are important questions. Ian Fraser and Rod

Henmi's statement may answer these questions arguing that" the phenomenon

of drawing lies prominently between the imagination of the architect and the

design of a building. It is an activity at once highly conventionalised and very

personal, shared but private, involving both internally and externally, and the

resolution of three dimensional of complexities through a two-dimensional

format. Drawing reveals, edits, persuades, highlights and sometimes obscures."

(Fraser and Henmi, 1994)

As a result, just as the term architecture can be applied in different fields,

such as discussions of a specific building, building activity in general or even

writing or criticisms on architecture, the phrase" architectural drawing" can have

several meanings and issues as well. Thomas W. Schaller summarises these

issues as follows:

"Visual representations of architecture can be used to envision and

design a specific building, and to document or clarify the construction

specifics of a structure to be built. In addition, architectural drawings

may be used to portray or interpret the essence of particular structures

for design proposals, competitions, or marketing purposes. Finally,

architectural artwork can be used to record or dream of ideas about

buildings or architecture and its influence ... The field of architectural

drawing is, as a whole, too often seen simply as an adjunct, a by-

product, of architectural design - an art about an art." (Schaller, 1997)

2.1.2.Drawing as a Social and Cultural Product

Human cultural production begins with drawing. Even in hunting-gathering

societies, people drew before they built. Drawing has become in history both as

an autonomous object itself and a symbol or representation of ideas. As a



symbol it has a dual nature. If examined materially drawing is the phenomenal

representation of a concept. It is a vision or idea represented on a two-

dimensional medium usually on paper.

Architectural drawing can be analysed from different points of view. It can

be seen as a representation or a language, or can be deconstructed as a form

of signification, or can be understood as it embodies and symbolises an idea.

To analyse the drawing from these points of view needs to be critical is needed

to understand its meaning and its role in communicative and creative

processes.

For a fully and detailed understanding of architectural drawing it must be

held as a representation or as an idea, as a reflection or as an instrument of

social practice. Drawing can also be understood as a bridge connecting cultural

creation of architecture to its social production. "Architectural drawing has many

effects, serving as it does to join concept to its materialisation and the architect

as cultural creator to the architect as social practitioner. Drawing both produces

architectural knowledge; it both guides social practice and is guided by social

practice. As a result architectural drawing must be understood from a variety of

perspectives." (Robbins, 1994, p5)

Drawing is an idea and an act, an autonomous conception and a mode of

social production. It is both a freestanding autonomous object and a reflection of

social discourse. It can be analysed both as a work of art or it can be a strong

representative of the social and intellectual conditions." Drawing as an idea an

act includes the relation between the society and culture, the relation between

realisation and imagination, and the relation between object and subject."

(Robbins, 1994, p7)

If society is the apparently objective, seemingly unyielding and intractable

web of everyday institutions, rules and social forms, then culture is in a sense

its opposite. Culture is the manifestly subjective and tractable everyday world of

visions, ideas, and infinitude of possibility defined by our capacity to symbol.

Each, society and culture, is entwined with the other, each is supported by the

other, and each is mutually productive of the other, even if, at times, they are in

conflict. (Harvey quoted from Robbins, 1994,p8)

"In architectural practice, drawing is a pure cultural and conceptual

product as a different media free of any institutional, political, or



economic constraints. The drawing can be used to invent cities that

have never existed, building types that may well not be buildable, and

visions of space that we have yet to and may never encounter in our

everyday lives. Drawings can produce architectural objects unfettered

by the exigencies of cost, social custom, and regulation.

At the same time, the subjective searching that architectural drawing is

used to represent is constrained, to the extent that the conception is to

become a built project, by the institutions, economies, and politics of

production in which it is to be realised. When used to realise a

subjective idea as a built object, drawing becomes, as much a practical,

objective, and social instrument of the material production of building as

it is a conceptual, subjective, and cultural representation of an

architectural creation. Drawing's power and its importance to architects

emanate from its complex and dual nature. "(Robbins, 1994,p89)

2.1.3.The Issues of Architectural Drawing

"Architecture has always had building as its primary objective, which

can in no way be substituted. Recently an other element has developed

within the design process, between architecture and building, which is

not a new way of producing architecture in terms of unchanging

objective, but is concerned rather with a dramatic and improper

substitution of the objective itself. A craft which, for contingent reasons,

has become impracticable, has been replaced by another one different

with insular characteristics which only painting and sculpture could

vindicate. I am referring here to the phenomena which disoriented

criticism has defined as drawn architecture or autonomous drawing."

(Scolari, 1982, p38)

In general, what architectural drawing represents or means is in the first

place, compared with the drawing's original and autonomous meaning. Drawing

as a liberal art object or as a representative tool for the social practice is less

important than the thing it represents. We mostly concentrate on the object that

drawing represents. There is a distance, however between a drawing as

representation and what it tries to represent. Drawings are the reflections of

their author's ideas; they do more represents a way of seeing. As Fraser states,



"they abstract vision and thought, imposing a material presence on the act of

presentation and imagination. The conventions of drawing, the syntactical

agreements for drawing constructions like orthographic, axonometric, or

perspective types, interject a discipline on the vagaries of thought. "(Fraser,

1994)

Drawing can be seen as an opaque and translucent screen, or a filter

between the drawer and viewer, drawer and object, between ideas conceived

and two-dimensional representation. A scrim and the drawing both prevent as

well as allow to view and understand, so drawing dissolve and open a world of

rich possibilities.

Actually, to characterise architecture, as an abstract act may not be

realistic, because buildings in general are not abstract than another three-

dimensional object instead the act of designing is abstract. The process of

beginning with the idea of a building and transforming it into two-dimensional

medium is an abstract act. Architects in general do not make buildings, they

make drawing of buildings. (Evans, 1989, p 19-35) That is why drawing has so

eminent role in the design process. It has played a central role in architectural

history to transform the design process "a thing in itself" that is; to be believed

an entirely autonomous process. After this step and with the concept of

disegno, drawing began to be seen as a liberal"art".

As Robin Evans argues architects on the other hand have a disadvantage:

they never work directly with the object of their thought, they always work

through some intervening medium always with drawing, unlike painters and

sculptors, who directly apply their ideas to the work of art. This means that

unlike painting and sculpture architecture has a medium, which translates

architect's ideas into the building. Evans states also that every transformation

activity can include some loss of meaning, things can differ or lost on the way of

translation. (Evans, 1986, pp 154,156,157).

Another important point on the role of the drawing in architecture is that, it

is done prior to construction; it is not so much produced by the reflection on the

reality outside the drawing, as productive of a reality that will end up outside the

drawing. (Evans, 1986, p165) He proves this idea of drawing is prior to

construction with the help of two paintings on the same theme: that is " the

origin of painting". David Allan's painting dated 1773 shows the couple in an



interior, defined with stone plane surfaces illuminated with a random and

subjectively selected light source.

Fig. 2.1 The origin of painting by David Allan 1773 (Evans R., 1997, p163)

Another example, a variation on the same theme, painted by an architect

Karl F. Schinkel dated 1830,describes the same scene in contrast to most other

treatments not in an architectural interior. The architect chooses for his

reconstruction of the event a pastoral scene with shepherds etc. He preferred a

more general source of light.

In Schinkel's painting, drawing precedes building, in Allan's painting the

scene is described without any priority for building or drawing. Of the two, it was

the architect who has tendency to show the first drawing in a pre-architectural

setting, because without drawing there could be no architecture. In Schinkel's

painting, drawing is, from the beginning, a divided activity, as the difference

between design and construction. Evans concludes this important comparison

as follows. The absence of an architectural setting in Schinkel's painting is a

reflection of an eminent recognition; that is drawing must come before the



building. Compared to this idea; Allan's imagination comes from, that

architecture has reached its maturity without the aid of drawing. (Evans, 1986)

Another important aspect of the drawing is, it has become a transformation

tool for the social status of the architect. It is the view of the author that places

him in a respectful level in the society. Drawing does serve to join the creations

of the architectural imagination with the institutions of architecture's material

production.

In addition to all these features, as Robbins argues, drawing has played a

critical role in the development of architectural memory. From early illustrations

of building to Gothic design manuals, from the lodge books of the medieaval

masons to the development of polychrome reproductions of architectural

drawings, drawing has been one chief means which architects could save their

ideas posterity. It is through the analyses of drawing that we derive so much of

our understanding of earlier architectural epochs and of what it was that

architects saw and wanted us to know about what they saw. (Robbins, 1988,

pp44-45)

2.1.4. Drawing: the Effective Tool of the Architect

If architectural history is analysed as the history of design it can be

observed that the architects has not made buildings; rather he or she has made

the mediating artefacts that make buildings possible. These artefacts- from

words, to many kinds of inscriptions and drawings, to full-scale mock-ups and

their relation to buildings and their authors have not remained constant

throughout the history.

"Prior to Renaissance architectural drawing were rare. In the Middle Ages,

architects did not conceive of a whole building and the very notion of scale was

not known. Gothic architecture, the most theoretical of all medieval building

practices, was fundamentally a constructive practice, operating through well

established traditions and geometric rules that could be applied directly on site."

(Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p9)

When the new design methodologies or analytical studies have introduced

into the architect's laboure, the drawing and the other mediating artefact has

gained importance. Architects began to experiment their ideas on a sheet of

paper instead of in the construction site. This brought a new division in the



profession, the architect on the site and the architect as a designer. Architecture

until that time, which is exactly 15th century in the history of architecture, was

not a liberal art. But with the help of drawing and other experimental mediums

the concept of disegno introduced into the realm of architecture. Architectural

ideas understood as geometrical representations in the drawings and the

architect became an artist. Drawing has always been in the first place both as

an end product and as a mediating artefact through these stages of

transformations. It happened after drawing gained importance; that architecture

becomes an autonomous art and the architect has been elevated to the position

of the artist from masonry mason.

This division in the profession of the architect has been reflected in

paintings such as the portraits of the architect. He has been painted with his

drawings in the architectural portraits, like a painter with his canvases or like a

sculptor with his sculptures.

Another important relationship between the architectural drawing and the

architect is that drawing has become for the architect a medium for

experimental studies as mentioned before. In addition to that developing

drawing technique has allowed the architect to design and built more precisely.

The tendency, that the architect must see and design without considering the

drawing technique, his imagination must be wider than the graphic medium to

create fully three-dimensional forms, may not be always valid.



In the dome of Royal Chapel in Anet by Philibert De I' Orme dated 1547,

the detail of the dome is an example for such a situation. It might not be

constructed or even designed without the aid of the orthographic projection.

The question arose how these complex curves can be defined on the

spherical surface with such precision. Evans answers this question referring to

the own words of De I' Orme that he used the method of projection. He points

out that there must be a format of circles on a plane surface that would be

through parallel projection onto hemisphere, transform the nest of the lines with

the prerequisite number of intersections. (Evans, 1986 p 177)

Fig. 2.5 Suggested plan for the tracery of the dome of the Royal Albert by Robin Evans
(Evans R., 1997, p177)

To summarise; the drawing has been always one of the architects'

important tools. It has been a medium for the architect to record, test, study and

clarify his ideas; a mediating medium between ideas and built form or



imagination and its translation into object. Throughout the history it has been a

reflection of a vision and social and intellectual atmosphere and become a

transformation object both for the profession of architecture and the social

status of the architect.

2.1.4.1. Drawing and Architect in History

If architectural drawing is studied in historical perspective, it can be

discovered that it has been associated with the transformations of cultural and

social organisation of architectural practice. From the ancient times to the

middle ages shifts in the uses of drawing have parallel changes in the way

architecture was produced. These changes culminated in the new cultural and

social status related to the architect as an artist during the Renaissance. This

last transformation of the architect from craftsman to artist was accompanied by

the new centrality and importance of drawing as a critical instrument of

architectural creation and production.

An analysis of architectural drawing in historical perspective reveals also

that the importance of drawing in architectural practice as we understand in

today's sense is relatively recent in history. As important as drawing is to

contemporary architectural practice, it is not a function of some inevitable

process of architectural thought and action. It is the result of choices architects

made at a particular time in their history, which were made for a variety of

reasons and which have had a number of important implications for both

architectural creation and the organisation of architectural practice.

In the history of architecture, a cyclic relationship emerged between

architectural thoughts, the way architecture was produced and the social status

of the architect. The drawing had played important roles in all of these fields, as

an end product for the abstract creation of design process, as a language

between the architect and construction site for translation of architect's ideas

and as a tool for the transformation of the social status of the architect.

Architecture is not the world's oldest profession. The presence of

architects is documented as far back as the third millennium before Christ.

Graphic conventions of architectural practice make their appearance even

earlier, as for example the plan of a residential cluster in a wall painting of the

seventh millennium BC at c;atalhbyOk in Asia Minor. (Kostof, 1977)



Kostof's statement on the role of the architect during his professional

activity is that he was a communicator, what the proposed building should be

and what it would look like. This term of communication brings another

mediating medium with; the drawing dating back to yatalhbyuk mentioned

above. However this relation of drawing to the architect, or to the building has

not remained constant throughout the history.

2.1.4.1.1. Ancient Egypt Period

From the ancient Egypt period some remains of the fragments of drawings

were survived. These fragments of drawings provide some information about

the use of drawing in architecture in that time.

There were ground plans based on squared grids related with the structure

of the design, pictorial images of the buildings and even sketch plans. Plans

and other information about the sacred buildings were preserved in

archives.(Robbins, 1994, p10) Technically or materially Egyptian architect has

used during drawing reed pens on materials such as papyrus and leather.

These materials were used especially for the more important drawings such as

the master schemes and sacred places. Other durable materials such as

stuccoed tablets or panels of woods were also used as surfaces for drawings.

However rare fragments from these drawings were survived. The sketch plans

were used as a guide for foreman on the construction site to lead the

construction process and they were usually drawn on flat surfaces of limestone.

Egyptian architect used ruler, square and triangle during the design process.

His units were measurements of human body, for example cubit, the length of

the forearm from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger. (Kostof, 1977,p7)

"Plans and elevation drawings, were governed by a central axis line and

the rule of bilateral symmetry. Squared grids overlie them. Similar grids were

known to have been applied to walls and blocks of stone, to control the carving

of figures in relief and the round." (Kostof, 1977, p8)



Fig. 2.6 Side elevation for a shrine Egyptian papyrus drawing from Ghorab
(Kostof S., 1977, p8)

These grids were used according to both Robbins' and Kostof's

suggestions to control the inner structure of the pictorial composition or the

scheme of architecture. The grid has an important role in the design process or

it was the basis of the original design rather being an aid to proportional

drawing. Therefore it has no common idea with the modern idea of squared grid

invented during Renaissance instead it controls the inner proportions of the

design. The same idea can also be observed from the carving on the walls

again to control the inner structure of the relief.

According to Kostof, from these fragments of drawings, it is observed that

Egyptian architect prepared ground plans based on the square grids related

with the structure of the design and outlined elevations for the construction

period of the building. Perspective views in today's sense did not exist in

Ancient Egyptian architecture. The building's appearance at the end was

described like the images in the representations of their pictorial art. These

images were drawn to record the conceptual approaches rather than to show

the physical or optical reality of the building. For instance in the frontal view of

Amarna Palace the things behind were shown above the elevation drawing of

the place.



Fig. 2.7 Birds eye view of Amarna palace from the tomb of Mery-Re XVIII Dynasty
(Kostof,S., 1977, p8)

The main sections of the palace in depth are shown as registers placed

one on top of the other, the bottom most represented objects are the outer

complex and the court of the palace. The top most represented things are the

interior rooms. The represented objects were the important aspects of the

building and they were drawn showing one next to the other. This proves that

Egyptian architect had no attempt to show the building in physical or optical

reality instead he preferred to show important features of the building additively

on the top of each other.

After the completion of the design process, the next step is its transfer

period to the construction site.(Kostof, 1977, pi 0). This process involves the

projection of the building length and width proportionally onto the site, through

drawing its outline on the construction site surface. This process was called

plan-net, its original word in Egypt refers etymologically to the verb to plan, to

project. It was a ceremonial process during which the socially important people

were invited.

Other details of the building were completed during the construction

period under the guidance of the architect with the help of study drawings. How

much the architect was involved on construction site is not known exactly, but

he was working as a co-ordinator of the foremen. These information about the

working methods of the architect, proves us that, he has not entirely freed from

the construction site through the elaborately usage of architectural drawing.

According to suggestions of both Robbins and Kostof he was not workman but



rulers of workmen; he contributed knowledge, not craftsmanship during the

construction. He worked as a co-ordinator mentioned above.

For the working methodology of the Ancient Greek architect and the

relationship between architectural drawing and the architect, two important and

contradictory suggestions exist. One of them is that, Greek architect never drew

plans or elevations, but worked, as a leading craftsperson during construction

and the other one is that, it might not be possible without any precise and

proportional architectural drawing to reach the maturity of ancient Greek

architecture.

As Coulton suggests for this period, Greek architect's work involved the

practical aspects of the building during the construction. To support this idea

Hewitt assumed in his article "Representational Forms and Modes of

Conception", that Greek architect "drew" with words. This means that the Greek

architect did not use drawing during his profession. These arguments of both

Coulton and Hewitt can be the reasons why not a single architectural drawing

from Ancient Greek has come down to our day.

However this does not mean that Greek architect has no responsibility in

design or construction. Drawing in Coulton's point of view had no part during the

design or construction periods but the architect was involved in all of these

stages. The term architecton for the profession of architecture refers to the

master-carpenter rather than a master-designer. (Kostof, 1977, p12). According

to Bundgaard the Greek architect never made plans or elevations and he did

not design buildings as we understand today.(quoted from Robbins, 1994, p10).

He was a craftsman, who designed and built his buildings according to the

settled traditions and these periods were formed according to detailed verbal

descriptions set by him usually referred as svngraphai. Another tool for

communication on site was anagrapheis referring more to verbal descriptions of

the specifications of building rather than being a drawing.

As an example the naval arsenal at Piraeus, the port of Athens can

explain the meaning and format of anagraphais. In this verbal document, the



site, overall measurements, the thickness of the foundations, and the material

and standard size of the stone blocks, details about their transportation has

described. By means of the specifications included in this document it is

possible today to recreate and reconstruct the building. (Kostof, 1977)

Fig. 2.8 Reconstruction drawing of the naval arsenal at Piraeos, the port of Athens built
between 340-330 Be (Kostof S., 1977, p13)

A part of the document is as follows:

An arsenal shall be built in Zeia for naval tackle, beginning at the

Propylaea of the market place and running behind the ship sheds which

have a common roof. The length shall be four plethra (about 405 feet),

the width 50 feet or 55 feet including the walls. The ground of the site

shall be cut down 3 feet where it is highest and levelled off in the other

parts. There shall be 35 piers in each row, which will be arranged so as

to leave a passageway for the public through the centre of the

arsenal. ... The height of the walls shall be 27 feet including the triglyph

under the cornice, with the height of the doors being 15.5 feet. Lintels of

Pentelic or Hymmetian marble and thresholds of Hymmetian marble

have been put in. There shall be windows all around, in every wall,

opposite every intercolumniation, and three along the width at each

end. And each window there shall be fitted bronze shutters of the

proper size .... (quoted from Kostof, 1977, p14)

The existence of anagraphais strongly suggests that the architect is the

director of works. Another statement on the tools and working methods of the

architect is that these written documents can not lead such a conclusion that,

Greek architect never made drawings. Kostof's point of view differs from this



statement based on the idea that, it would be very difficult to reach the

refinement and standardisation of the Ancient Greek building during

construction period without preliminary measured drawings. He continues his

arguments that, architect used wooden notice boards including day to day

instructions for constructors during the work. (Kostof, 1977, p15). Another proof

supporting Kostof's argument are the writings of Vitruvius, the Roman architect,

on Ancient Greek architecture in his book Ten Books on Architecture. He widely

elaborated the graphic conventions of classical architecture: plans, elevations

and perspective during the late first century BC. He concludes that, the person

who wanted to be an architect should be skilful with pencil.

The discovery by Lothar Haselberger of a series of what he calls

"blueprints etched in stones" for the construction of the temple at Didyma would

appear to support Kostof's suggestion about drawing in Greek architecture. For

Haselberger, "it is clear that these working drawings were used to elaborate the

component parts of the temple in an often highly involved process of design"

(Robbins, 1994, p11)

In addition to that, evidences have found that architectural models were

used as a means to communicate as early as 725 BC. These were called

Paradeigma , full scale mock-up, to express the details of cornices or pieces of

ornament. (Hewitt, 1985).

In ancient Greece some selected important features of the project were

represented in the carvings on stone tablets for the information of the citizen in

a public space. The architect personally had no role in this public information

instead he recorded his own observations in his trade books and treatises,

which was a contribution for the education of young architects.

In social sense, architecture was an upper- class profession. Generally the

inspiration came from the family. For the theoretical education of the architect

there were schools, one of them was placed in Sparta. Another side of the

profession was that, the architect has served for the upper class' inclinations.

He has designed public buildings such as temples, agoras and so on and he

has also contributed in the construction of them. The houses were widely built

by masons and carpenters. But as Kostof argues; if the master plan of cities

were designed by the architects, he must have contributed to the design of

residential areas and involved in the design process of the important houses for



upper class of the society. On the other hand the architect's responsibility

consisted not only of the design of public and private buildings, instead he has a

mixed profession including architecture, engineering and city-planning. He has

been involved in the construction of devices for the measurements of time,

construction of military defences or underground canals and during the design

of master plans of cities. Compared with the social status of Egyptian architect

his social status was lower.

2.1.4.1.3. Roman Period

During the Roman period the treatises explain that, the Roman architect

rarely used architectural plans. Some architectural models existed at that time,

but they were not used for communication with clients and contractors. For

communication, he has used rarely on ephemeral materials. He has been

interested also in city plans. These drawings were survived as fragments on

mosaics and paintings. (Mac Donald, 1977)

Fig. 2.9 Fragment of a marble plan of Rome dated AD 200 (Mac Donald W., 1977,
p32)

Figure 2.9 is a fragment of marble plan of Rome showing shops,

residential areas and houses for rent. The second example is a fragment of

mosaic plan, which is very important, since it shows that the Roman architect

began to use dimensions in his drawings. In this example Roman numbers were

used for the dimensioning of the bathing niches, which were arranged

curvelinearly and symmetrically. (Mac Donald, 1977, p31)



Fig. 2.10 Fragment of a bath plan in mosaic. (Mac Donald W., 1977, p33)

Another certain information on the usage of the drawing can be concluded

from the written documents on architect's education. The Roman architect

Vitruvius outlined the education of the architect and the role of drawing and

geometry during this process.

"The architect should be equipped with knowledge of many branches of

study and varied kinds of learning, for it is by his judgement that all work

done by the other arts is put to test. This knowledge is the child of

practice and theory. Practice is the continuous and regular exercise of

employment where manual work is done with any necessary material

according to the design of a drawing. Theory on the other hand, is the

ability to demonstrate and explain the production of dexterity on the

principles of proportion (1.1.1) .... Let him be educated skilful with the

pencil, instructed in geometry, know much history, have followed the

philosophers with attention, understand music have some knowledge of

medicine, know the opinions of the jurist, and be acquainted with

astronomy and the theory of the heavens." (Vitruvius, p5-6)

This quotation from Vitruvius explains the architect's education consist of

both theory and practice and that the architect of the time had to deal with

various discipline and be well equipped with geometry and drawing to represent

clearly in harmony with his design and ideas.

Another quotation again from Vitruvius provides us information about

duties of the Roman architect and the methods of his work and these words of



him prove that the drawing and geometry were widely used in professional work

of Roman architect.

"The ways of setting things out are these: plan (ichnographia), elevation

(orthographia) and perspective (scaenographa/). A plan is made by the proper

use of compass and rule, through which the proper outlines are set for the

building. An elevation is the image of a standing fagade, properly drawn to show

the finished appearance. Perspective is the method of is the method of drawing

the fagade together with the retreating sides, the lines all meeting at the centre

of a circle. (1.2.2)

An architect must have knowledge of drawing so that he can readily make

sketches to show the appearance of the work, which he proposes. Geometry,

also, is much assistance in architecture, and in particular it teaches us the use

of the rule and compass, by which especially we acquire readiness in making

plans for buildings in their grounds, and rightly apply the square, the level, and

the plummet.. .. Geometric rules and methods also help to solve the difficult

problems of design." (quoted from Mac Donald, 1977)

As understood from the written and drawn documents, the Roman

architect used dimensioned plans, elevations, and perspective drawings; i.e-

perspective naturalis shaded and coloured renderings for his client and

probably study models during his professional experience. He has widely made

use of the studies in ancient Greek about geometry.

As Mac Donald states for the issues of a fully trained Roman architect that

he must be also an expert in construction, hydraulic engineering, and surveying

and planning, and he continues that architecture as a profession was obviously

a significant and influential one. (Mac Donald, 1977, p28) The professional

Roman architect was interested in design and construction of major public and

private buildings, scores of new towns and new city quarters and the readily

supplied public urban buildings of municipalities throughout the empire. (Mac

Donald, 1977, p33). The influences of architecture on the society can be

observed from the paintings and mosaics of that time.



Fig. 2.11 A detail of painted wall from the Boscoreale cubiculum (Mac Donald, W.,
1977, p34)

Figure 2.11 shows that the Roman painters were effected from the

fascinating character of architecture and reflected their observations on

effective perspectives. These perspectives differ obviously from the

Renaissance perspective, which is perspectiva artificialis ie. constructed

perspective, which we will discuss later. But from this example it can observed

that the single vanishing point idea and convergence of parallel lines into the

centre has not yet been invented.

For the social status of Roman architect MacDonald argues that they were

probably from a lower social strata, and that there is evidence which shows that

liberated slaves could work professionally even as the head of great bureau's.

He also states that there were three defined paths to become a professional

architect: beginning with engineering and construction and experience by

artillery and then steps to a senior architect! engineer and third a graded level of

imperial civil service. Only the third route was open to the slaves and they were

liberated before their professional career. (Mac Donald, 1977)

Although Roman architect used plans, elevations, perspective drawings

(perspectiva naturalis) and study models the role of these mediating mediums

has not yet changed in architecture. They have not become the dominant

instrument for design, for the reflection of architect's ideas and a transformation

tool for the position of the architect. They have still not enough precision to free

the architect from the construction site.



2.1.4.1.4. Mediaeval Era

Mediaeval Era includes some drastic changes in its edifice. These

changes can be found in the definition of architect's profession, in the usage of

architectural drawing and in structural innovations. In general; this era has been

characterised as an era of recording all useful information. As a result varied

and plentiful records has been survived until today. 'There are of extant

drawings of all kinds, at least from the later centuries, from large-scale general

schemes to moulding profiles; the notebook of one practising architect, Villard

de Honnecourt; text describing architectural programs or arguing points of

aesthetics and symbolism; verbal pictures of contemporary buildings;

constitutions of masons' lodges; building accounts and minutes of building

commissions; portraits of architects; and a variety of representations, in the arts,

of structures being put up by forces of masons and builders. And above all there

are the buildings themselves- the cathedrals, monasteries, and castles-"

(Kostof, 1977, p59)

As Kostof describes this era, the architectural scene in Middle ages based

on two general conditions: the attitude of the time toward the built product, and

the shift of the profession since the collapse of the Roman Empire; from an

intellectual atmosphere that required a liberal education as a base, to an

empirical skill that could be learned within the restricted group of sponsors,

primarily the church. It can be seen also in pre-classical antiquity, the architect

as an employee of his powerful master, the patron-prince, or gods. In mediaeval

era abbots, bishops and kings replaced the powerful master of classical

antiquity.

In 1ih century, as Panofsky states in his book "Gothic Architecture and

Scholasticism", a new social organisation began to emerge, during which many

jobs such as science, publishing, painting and sculpture appeared in the

professional sense. (Panofsky, 1995, p20) The emergence of the professional

architect precisely coincides with this period. The architect has gained a new

social status unlike before. His approaches began to have conceptual

characteristics and he was probably not a practising architect, but his design

ideas were still diagrammatic and these ideas were realised by the master-



builder, or by architectus1
. This caused a divergence In the profession, as

discussed before.

Unlike the liberally educated architects in ancient Greek and Rome

religious foundations during their education supported the architects. According

to Panofsky he became a scholastic2, which was the highest social status in

medieval era. The education system of the monastery and cathedral schools

based on the late Roman division of knowledge into the grammar, rhetoric and

logic and another division of arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music.

(Stevens, 1990, p130)

Fig. 2.12 Portrait of the architect Hugh Libergier on his tombstone at Rheims 13 th
century (Kostof, S., 1977, p78)

Andrew Saint defines this situation in following sentences:

"Before architecture became a defined science, and had schools,

professors, and disciples, a class of men existed in England, who, trained to

other studies, and living in daily discharge of devout duties, planned and reared

edifices with a mathematical skill, a knowledge of effect, and a sense of

elegance and usefulness which regular practitioners have never surpassed. The

architects to whom I allude were divines of the church." (Saint, 1983, p24)

Figure 2.12 shows the portrait of an architect on his tombstone at Rheims

Cathedral. Having a portrait is a documentary proof showing that the educated

1lhe tern architectus refers here its new meaning during medieval time; which in turn used for the
nomination of practising architect, who lack the theoretical schooling.(Kostof, 1977, p64).
2the term scholastic refers here to Erwin Panofsky's definition, which describes one, who has
dedicated his life to teaching and learning (Panofsky, 1995, p 21)



architect has the same social status with religious scientists; or with the

scholastics. Kostof describes this situation as follows;

"Intellectual thought reinforced this image by characterising God the

artful architect (elegans architectus) who made the universe as his

palace harmonising all creatures by means of musical proportions.

Most notably it was a shared belief that geometry was both the

aesthetic and technical basis of the universe, which it was a theoretical

science. The applied geometry of the ordinary master mason stood on a

much humbler plane. And in the end what distinguished the architect

from the master mason would be the exactly this mastery of the

theoretical implications of geometry, which is why the architect could

find no loftier portrait for himself than to be represented as a

geometrician with compass and measuring rod in the hand." (Kostof,

1977, p79)

Despite these privileges in the architect's position, the design methodology

has no drastic changes in comparison with the ancient times. Architects were

still working with strictly regulated traditions, because the arts were forced to

serve the church and religion during this era. The architect rarely had the

chance to invent new forms and design methodologies. His work was shaped

only by his approach to handle the settled conventions for unique solutions.

Medieval architects' design methodology based on the mathematical rules.

"Most sublime of all intellectual endeavour is mathematics, for as the supreme

exemplar of reason, it is most suited to this noble purpose. In many ways,

mathematics is a link between God and the world. Beauty is intellectual as to

the medieval mind as it was to the Greek, and is regarded as an attribute of

God, not a property of things. One way to seek God is thus through the

contemplation of aesthetic perfection. Of course, such perfection is achievable

only through the application of mathematics to artistic creativity ... A building

must be built with the correct proportioning, each part related by some ratio to

each other. This is how architecture interpreted the doctrine of mathematical

beauty.... True beauty thus obtained reflects in stone the higher harmony of

God." (Stevens, 1990, P130)

As mentioned before during mediaeval era there were many kinds of

architectural drawings and notebooks of architects, which can be explanatory



on the relation of drawing to architecture. There are different opinions on the

usage of architectural drawing in this era. Lon Shelby and Robert Branner

suggest that, the architect of the later Middle Ages developed their skills in

architectural drawing but they had not reached to the perfect drafting technique

in drawing and it has not yet become an adequate instrument for organisation of

technical process of construction. (Shelby, 1977). Branner agrees with Shelby

and states that the architect in the early middle ages were dependent on the

Vitruvian graphic conventions; icnographia-plan, orthographia-elevation and

scaenographia-perspective and they did not develop new drawing and drafting

techniques. But he continues that medieval architect began to use this graphic

mediums no earlier than 13th century.

"In the meantime, the architect relied on programmatic layouts such as the

plan of St. Gall, routine lodge practice, and the kind of mental procedure."

(Kostof, 1977, P74)

This plan is the earliest survived architectural drawing of the Western Middle

Ages. It represents an ideal monastery complex of forty buildings centred on the

church, the cloister and the refectory. (Kostof, 1977, 73)

According to Kostof and Branner, the architect still organise the

programmatic datum according to routine conventions. The ground plan was

shaped in architect's mind and drawn on drawing board as a full-scale drawing.

(quoted from Robbins,1994, p12). According to Branner again; the design



appears piece by piece during construction depending on the principles of

symmetry and proportioning and full-scale detail drawings were engraved on

the structure under construction. He states that the return of the graphic

mediums coincides with late 1ih century, parallel with the complexities in

structural design. However, the drawing has not yet enabled the architect to be

independent from everyday decision making on site.

The opposing suggestions on the usage of architectural drawing are

especially for later mediaeval times, which coincides with Gothic period.

Fran90is Bucher argues that at later stages of Gothic period, each step of the

design was consciously planned and all types of drawing played a significant

role in this planning. (Bucher, 1968) Kostof agrees with Bucher, that this period

overlaps with design mentality of later Gothic, which transformed from simple

applied geometries into sophisticated dynamic modular arrangements of

geometric steps with the help of measured drawings. (Kostof, 1977, p85)

"The design method of the Gothic architect had shifted significantly by

the 13th century .... It seems that in the earlier period design method may

have been caught in the conflict between systematic ordering and the

inconsistency of local traditions .... Strictly modular layouts, such as that

of the St. Gall plan, appear at present to have been of limited currency.

In these, the design was ordered on the basis of a rational, additive

progression. The simple applied geometry of the plans and elevations

yielded subdivisions of the module that were reasonable yardstick

measurements. In mature Gothic design, arithmetical tidiness in the

sophisticated geometry was not always of prime concern. The design

process evolved from a geometric progression that started with basic

figures, such as equilateral triangles, circles, and squares, ending up,

through a series of simple geometric steps, in elaborates constellations

of form. In this dynamic manipulation of geometry the module had, as it

were, to fend for itself. Measured drawings were exceptional." (Kostof,

1977, p85)

This shift in design methodology was parallel with the descending use of

measured drawing. They can be categorised as follows: The large impressive

presentation plans and elevations, which were carefully rendered to persuade

patrons and authorities. These kinds of drawings included detailed information



for all the parts of the building. The west elevation drawing of Ulm Cathedral

may be an explanatory example for this category. This fine drawing of west

elevation and tower of Ulm Cathedral shows the level of sophistication of late

Gothicarchitecture.

Fig. 2.14 West elevation and tower of Ulm Cathedral (Kostof, S., 1977, p72)
In the second category the quick sketch plans can be situated. Architects

used that kind of drawing to see how something might look. And the third and

richest category could be mentioned as the key-plan, on the basis of which all

the parts of the church were correlated in a complicated way that remains

unexplained. According to Kostof the idea of that kind of drawing system was to

derive all structural and decorative members from each other in a concatenated

pattern based on lodge practice. Linear diagrams of working drawings were also

in use to indicate where such things as ornamental keystones would be affixed

in the course of construction. F. Bucher calls them "placement or positioning

plans". Fullsize drawings for architectural or sculptural details were scribed on

the actual stonework, traced on a plastered floor, derived from templates.

(Kostof, 1977 pp87 -88)

Therefore depending on the suggestions of both Kostof and Bucher; by

the late Gothic period the drawing had begun to play more important role in the

process of design and construction compared with ancient times. Gothic design



depended on the structural logic, transparency and detailed ornamentation,

which require precise drawings. An important example is the drawing of Villard

de Honnecourt showing the inner and outer wall in his elevation drawings of

Rheims Cathedral. Its importance came from being the first step to represent

the relation between inner and outer wall, which lead the Renaissance architect

to be interested in the interior space later. No one before Honnecourt tried to

find the correspondence between the outer and the inner construction and to

bringthem in relation by means of visual axes and cornices.

Fig. 2.15 Plan drawing of Rheims Cathedral by Villard de Honnecourt
(Frommel, L., 1994, p101)

Fig. 2.16 Detail from the elevation drawing of Rheims Cathedral by Villard de
.Honnecourt 1235 (Panofsky, E., 1995, p105)



Fig. 2.17 Elevation drawing of Rheims Cathedral by Villard de Honnecourt (Frommel,
L., 1994, p102)

During this period everything could be represented with the help of

orthogonal projection but there existed difficulties in perspective techniques.

Sections and elevations were sufficient for workshop projects and drawings of

details. Difficulties arose when the draftsmen tried to represent buildings in

three dimensions. Perspective techniques were not sufficiently developed for

distinguishing the parts of building which should have projected toward the

observer and those which should have remained distance.(Frommel, 1994, p

101)

For the highly developed use of orthogonal projection in Late Gothic the

detailed elevation of the Campanile of S. Maria del Fiore is an important

example.



As Evans points out, Campanile drawing required two imaginative steps

never taken before. "First, a completely abstract conception of projector lines;

secondly an ability to conceive of the thing being represented (the surface of the

building) as not equivalent to the surface of representation. The corner bastions

of the tower, with their chamfered sides and the diagonal Gothic windows above

are drawn obliquely but with indication of perspectival recession. In other

detailed medieval drawings that have survived, orthographic relations are held

for all the parts of a facade that are frontal and close to being coplanar, but not

in surfaces receding at an angle from the picture plane. In other words, the

orthography applied only if the building itself was identified by the draughtsman

as sufficiently sheetlike and frontal." (Evans, 1986,pp166-167)

For the late Gothic period another characterising drawing technique was

the sketch. The sketch provides a superficial look at the construction of Gothic

Cathedrals. (Kostof, 1977,p92)

The notebooks of architects full of freehand sketches; was an aid for the

architect and an education tool for the young generation of architects. And it

was a record tool for the practitioner himself for the new techniques of

carpentry, masonry and the art of architectural drawing. These kinds of books



also include the accumulated knowledge of mason's lodge and the author's

personalexperience.

Fig. 2.19 Sketch from the notebook of Villard de Honnecourt showing the plan for a
churchand for the east end of the cathedral at CambRai (Kostof, S., 1977, p90)

Fig. 2.20 Sketch from the notebook of Villard de Honnecourt showing various engines
andinstruments ((Kostof, S., 1977, p91)

Therefore depending on these suggestions mentioned above by the late

Gothic period the drawing had begun to play more important role in the process

of design and construction compared with ancient times. Gothic design

depended on the structural logic, transparency and detailed ornamentation

required precise drawings. But in spite of these developments in drawing and

structure the design process rested on established tradition based on strict

geometric rules to represent the religious thought and scholasticism. Banner

suggests that, it would take a shift from Gothic structural and spatial



speculations before the drawing could become a linchpin for design. It would

also take new forms of drawing practice before drawing could playa role not

only in the redefinition of architectural thought but in the redefinition of the role

of the architect as well. (quoted from Robbins, 1990, p13)



THE TRANSFORMATIONS IN ARCHITECTURAL REPRESENTATION IN

RENAISSANCE: THE TRIAL RELATIONSHIP AMONG ARCHITECT,

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING AND PICTORIAL SPACE

The transformations in architectural representation have parallelities with

the vision of the Renaissance era. The theories set in philosophical field has

reflected to the points of view of architects and artist. The curiosity in science

and art of Antiquity has brought the precision in artistic representation. The

scientific innovations in the theories of seeing based on the Euclidian theories of

optic,caused the rebirth of pictorial space and the invention of scientific rules of

linearperspective. The Renaissance vision has also influenced the autonomous

position of the architect. This important transformation could occur due to the

individualism idea of Renaissance. Before analysing the transformations in

architectural representation the reconstruction of Renaissance vision will be

beneficial to observe its reflections on the architectural representation.

3.1. The Renaissance Thought
The period during 15th and 16th centuries, named generally as

Renaissance, is an important period for European intellectual history. It is a

bridge in cultural history transforming Middle Ages into Enlightenment. In

civilisation history every period reflects the impacts of past and future periods as

a transitory period between them. As Michael Levy argues periods in civilisation

history have their own specialised characters similar to the periods in human

life, they born like a period in human life, prosper with its own peculiarities and

reflects them to the new coming period. (Levy, 1967, p13)

Jakob Burkhardt pointed out in "The Civilisation of the Renaissance" in

Italy that "the most elevated political thought and the most varied forms of

human development are found united in the history of Florence, which in the

sense deserves first modern state in the world ... That wondrous Florentine

spirit, at once keenly critical and artistically creative, was incessantly

transforming the social and political condition of the state, and as incessantly

describing and judging the change." (quoted in Gideon, 1995, p 31) Gideon



argues additionally that Florence around the 1400, at the beginning of the

quattrocento, was important not only as the home of political and social

experiments; it was also the place where esprit nouveau of the Renaissance

broke through most strongly.

Middle Ages has began to lose its unity and strength in late 13th century.

But its many peculiarities have been influential on the Renaissance.

Renaissance has not begun at the same time all over the Europe. Its important

beginning has emerge in Italy in Florence, then spread Rome and slowly to the

rest of Europe.

In general Renaissance was a period of great discoveries: the individual

discovered the world through the geographical journeys, his own entity by

means of the subject-object division or the autonomous individuality realised

with the idea of Enlightenment. During Renaissance many scientific innovations

can be observed. The church began to lose its effectiveness and the

scholasticism began to be replaced with the idea of humanism.

3.1.1 The Discovery of Antiquity and Humanism
The philosophy during 14th century as mentioned in previous chapter was

shaped with scholasticism in general, which was the most dominant and

determinant thought in Medieval Era. (Panofsky, 1999). Scholasticism was the

reflections of the dogmas brought by Christianity and the intellectual act during

that time was referring to these divine rules and dogmas.

The Renaissance philosophy, on the other hand, was the reflection of the

freedom from these religious dogmas. The confidence in the autonomy of the

individual was the most dominant element configuring this philosophy. Freedom

from religious thought has brought new inventions, discoveries, and a

democratic intellectual atmosphere in which different ways of thought can

emerge. As Trachtenberg and Hyman states the Renaissance vision was based

on new concepts of the spiritual and intellectual autonomy of the individual, on

the power of human reason, and on freedom from dependence on the

supernatural. (Trachtenberg and Hyman, 1986, p 281)



At the beginning of this new era, the Renaissance idea did not asked new

questions instead, returned to the Antiquity and its philosophical questions and

tried to analyse and answer these questions. (AkyOrek, 1998, p118)

Trachtenberg and Hyman support this idea arguing that "the concepts

configuring the Renaissance had evolved from the early Humanist idea of

antiquity as a time when man had been the measure of all things and the faculty

of reason his most prized natural gift, when each individual constituted his own

authority by virtue of his rational powers. This view was in conflict with the

medieval theological system, which thought that ultimate truth was found in the

authority of the Bible, other Christian texts, and the Church, and the temporal

life was less significant than life in the afterworld." (Trachtenberg and Hyman,

1986, p281)

Freedom from religious dogmas did not mean, that Renaissance idea was

atheistic or heretic. On the other hand, it included Humanism, which sought to

answer the questions with the help of ancient literature and philosophy.

According to Trachtenberg and Hyman this idea did not include an

atheistic character instead it sought to reconcile ancient literature and

philosophy with Christian ideas and shape this new era with the idea of

investigation, learning and knowledge. In general Renaissance replaced the

religious culture of medieval era with the scientific, humanist and secular

knowledge. The basic concepts of secularity have been shaped during

Renaissance. (Trachtenberg and Hyman, 1986)

The Renaissance was shaped in general with the tendency towards

antiquity, with humanist ideology, with autonomous individualism, freedom from

religious theological dogmas and rules, curiosity towards the nature, geography,

science etc. and new innovations and inventions brought by scientific studies.

(AkyOrek, 1994)

The Renaissance Philosophy has begun with the philosophy of the

Antiquity. It did not invent new questions instead tried to analyse the philosophy

of Antiquity. At the end of 14th century there was an interest on the literature of

ancient era. The books and written document of Antiquity has been translated in

their own language and this documentary study has been influential on all of the

fields such as philosophy, science, art and architecture. Intellectuals and writers

such as Petrarch and Dante insisted on the concept that constructing a whole



have been discovered, it would be impossible for Renaissance scientist and

philosopher to study antiquity as a background for current knowledge.

(Panofsky, 1999).

3.1.2. A Brief Panorama of Art and Architecture in Renaissance
Both Renaissance art and architecture have widely elaborated the Antique

art and architecture like the Renaissance philosophy. In art, new ways of

representing space have been searched, as a reflection of the inspection for

truth and for the necessity of realistic resemblance of the nature. As a result the

representation of space and depth gained importance. In architecture on the

other hand the ancient ruins of Greek and Romans were studied and

documented in details, the surveyors, painters and architects tried to analyse

the structural systems, spatial relationships and the masses of these rUins In

detail.

The image of the artist during Renaissance was also in transformation.

Artist began to be seen as a creator with his intellectual background and

innovative ideas. The ideal integration of the harmonious best mentioned above

in Plato's words, best exemplified in the artists of Renaissance such as

Brunelleschi, Alberti, da Vinci and Michelangelo. They were not specialised in

one field of the art on the contrary they were interested in science, engineering,

anatomy, philosophy or in different branches of art at the same time. For

instance Brunelleschi had begun his career as a figurative artist and brought

architecture and painting into close relation. Like Brunelleschi, Alberti was also

a painter and an architect. In addition to these, he was the first modern

architectural theorist. Da Vinci was an engineer, painter and sculptor and

Michelangelo was a sculptor, painter, architect and poet. This complex

integration of different professions in one person and the changing

characteristics of Renaissance artists were also an impetus for this new era.

A different idea of art, which was recognisably modern, began to emerge.

Especially two branches of arts played important and tranformatory role during

Renaissance: painting and poetry. The works of the late medieval painters like

Giotto and Masaccio were influential on the works of painters. The degree of

reality, especially in the works of Masaccio has been effective on the images



represented in Renaissance painting. The painter began to be seen as

someonewith great skill. On the other side poetry has liberated itself from being

an art only for praying and prophecy. As Kristeller has pointed out poetry and

painting nonetheless retains its Platonic association with divine inspiration and

in the succeeding two centuries this view will develop into the modern idea of

genius. (quoted from Stevens, 1990, p163)

Parallel to the way of thought the art and architecture placed the human

beingor the autonomous individual at the first place and searched the rules of

harmony and beauty in human beings. As Stevens states humanism was the

new shaping concept the intellectual environment of art. Renaissance artists

exult in their individuality. Their subjects are secular, models were from the

antiquity.(Stevens, 1990,p163)

In Renaissance; again parallel with the humanism, the origin of Beauty

and harmonious proportion was found in the dimensions of human figure.

Vitruvious's descriptions of the human body fitting with extended hands the

perfect geometrical figures, circle and square, has taken as a proof of the

harmonyand perfection. (Wittkower, 1988, p22). Witlkower's statement, that the

humanbody is the origin of perfect proportioning, is the interpretation of beauty

understanding in Greek and many artists has interested to investigate this

proportioning idea with their painted figures.



Fig. 3.3 Vitruvian Figure from Cesarino's edition of Vitruvius (Wittkover, R., 1988,
p.24)

"With the Renaissance revival of the Greek mathematical interpretation of

God and the world, and invigorated by the Christian belief that Man as the

image of God embodied the harmonies of the Universe, the Vitruvian figure

inscribed in a square and a circle became a symbol of the mathematical

sympathy between microcosm and macrocosm. " (Wittkower, 1988, p 25)

In 1550 artist and writer Giorgio Vasari has described the thirteenth

century as the rebirth, or in his words rinascita, of the lost classical past. But

before him Leon Battista Alberti, had already written about the growing

recognition of antique culture. Alberti described the work of certain progressive

fifteenth century Florentine artists whose humanistic interest and new skills in

technology and science led them to discover scientific linear perspective, the



organic structure of the human body, and the theory of proportions based on the

ancient doctrines of mathematical harmonies.

"The Arts which are useful, and indeed absolutely essential to the

Architect, are Painting and Mathematics. I do not require him to be deeply

learned the rest; ... but Painting and Mathematics are what he can no more be

without... With these Arts, joined to Study and Application, the Architect may be

sure to obtain Favour and Riches, and to deliver his Name with Reputation

down to Posterity:(Alberti, quoted from Stevens, 1990, P 164)

With these powerful tools in hand, painters, sculptors and architects of

Early Renaissance in Florence had succeeded in creating an illusion of reality of

physical existence, that differed from traditions of medieval art.

3.2. The Emergence of Architecture as an Autonomous Profession
During the 15th century architecture began to be conceived as a liberal art.

"The emergence of architecture as a self conscious individual practice is

precisely the moment when the so called artes liberales gain their ascendancy

over the artes mechanicae and when the rise of the individual architect! artist,

as a proto-professional, brings about a corresponding fall in the statue of the

maestri or the master-craftsmen." As Frampton pointed out additionally, the

notion of architectural design as a specifically modern, innovative, non-

traditional procedure can not be traced back beyond this moment in history.

(Frampton, 1991, p17)

Until that time architecture was not recognised as a profession like

painting and sculpture. For the training system of the architects Ettlinger' s

states that, there was no standard training for those who wanted to be an

architect, no guild system for the supervising of the professional interest or the

education of the architects. Although there was no specialised education

system in Renaissance, the architect as a specialist or professional man began

to emerge during this period. (Ettlinger, 1977, p96) It is important here to point

out, that this period precisely coincides with the division of labour between

architecture and building and between architect, on the one hand and the

master mason on the other. This means the concept of design also emerge at



that time. Owing to process of secularisation these eminent transformations

could occur.

In the Middle Ages the architect was an artisan, usually a stonemason as

discussed in previous chapter. It can be observed that this situation has begun

to turn into a position of designer in last decades, especially in the position of

Villard de Honnecourt. He elaborated the functions of the architect such as

verbal descriptions of architectural programs, records of contemporary

buildings, arguments on the aesthetics or symbolic functions of buildings. But

significant differentiation in the definition of architect's functions has emerged in

early fifteenth century in Italy and humanists played a decisive role in this

process. Humanist's interest in classical antiquity in literature was reflected also

in the studies of Roman Ruins and they discovered a new vocabulary for their

contemporary architecture from this process. This interest in Antiquity brought

the rebirth of Vitruvian ideas on architecture. According to Vitruvius, architecture

was a science and to bring this science in reality the architect must be fully

trained, and must be a scholar before he began to design. These important

ideas of Vitruvius gained importance during Renaissance. The aesthetic ideals

of this new era required from the artist's theoretical knowledge like in Antiquity

such as anatomy, proportion, mathematics and perspective. Leon Battista

Alberti, in 15th century, has stated same ideals with Vitruvius in his following

sentences. "An architect is not a carpenter or joiner ...the manual worker being

no more than an instrument to the architect, who by sure and wonderful skill

and method is able to complete his work .... To be able to do this, he must have

a thorough insight into the noblest and most curious sciences." (quoted from

Ettlinger, 1977, p98)

Another proof of the interest in Antiquity was Brunelleschi 's point of view

in following sentences, he writes that he wanted to rediscover" the excellent

and highly ingenious ,building methods of the ancients and their harmonious

proportions" (quoted from Ettlinger, 1977, p99)

The idea of investigation of architectural masterworks of Antiquity was a

new way of learning for the 15th century architects. They documented these

buildings with their special details and patterns for a repository to be used

during their architectural designs. Unlike medieval architects; Renaissance

architects did not want to be restricted in the geometrical rules during their



design process. They wanted to invent new patterns or possibilities for

architectural design methodology. The discovery of antiquity both in scientific

way of. thinking, in aesthetic understanding has become an eminent way

opening up this new design mentality. So, architects filled their notebooks with

sketches and measured drawings of architectural works of Antiquity, with their

details, with the investigation of their vaulting techniques, with plan and

elevation drawings, aiming to design the proper buildings, which might be

obtained with the descriptions of Vitruvian rules. As a result; that type of

drawing helped Renaissance architect to document the historical information in

Antiquity to elaborate them in their individual designs.

In addition to this kind of learning early Renaissance architect's education

based on an other employment, related especially with painting and sculpture.

The origins of the Renaissance architect was mentioned in Vasari's biographical

study "The Lives of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and Architects" as an

additional supporting information, except for the seven mentioned architect, as

sculptor-architect, painter-architect or even painter-sculptor and architect.

Alberti was categorised in this biography as theoretician and practitioner

(Ettlinger, 1977, p97) This information proves that, a professional educational

system was still not founded and a person who wishes to become an architect

should be trained in other professions. For example Brunelleschi was a

goldsmith, later he became an architect and named by Vasari as sculptor-

architect. Likewise Antonio de Sangallo has gained his apprenticeship in

architecture from another professional field; from working in carpentry. They

both gained their profession as an architect by means of studying and learning

from antiquity. After this training period Ackerman points out that, in general

early Italian architects began their career as an architect at a late age.

'1talian architects in the fifteenth and sixteenth century ordinarily turned to

building at an advanced age. Th'ey apprenticed in the studio of a painter or

sculptor and practised one or both of these arts until the requirements of some

patron turned them into architecture. There was no guild to harbour architects

and no means of serving an apprenticeship in the profession. The title master

architect, rather than being a prerequisite of employment, was normally granted

to master craftsman in another field in consequence of his first building

commission." (Ackerman, 1998, p54) For instance Brunelleschi began his



career with a competition held for the construction of the cupola of 8ta. Maria

del Fiore in 1418, when he was 41. He and Ghiberti were invited to make a

model for this competition. They gained to be a full time employee in 1426. The

use of models was a dominant representation technique at that time.

Fig. 3.4 Fresco representing the model for the church of San Lorenzo by Brunelleschi
(Ettlinger, L., 1977, p110)

Alberti one of the leading figures of Early Renaissance was a scholar

unlike Brunelleschi, he studied at the university both poetry, philosophy and law.

Ettlinger does not categorise him not only as a humanist, with an interest in the

arts that wrote treatises on painting, sculpture and architecture, not only as an

architect either. (Ettlinger, 1977). He was something different. He thinks that in

the preface of De re aedificatora "architecture is entirely a civic activity. For him

humanism was not simply book learning acquaintance with ancient monuments,

but the application of all knowledge in the public interest; and the structure of

the treatise on architecture is determined by this belief." (Ettlinger, 1977, p 112).

His treatise begins with technical preliminaries, drawing and designing for

architecture, materials and con~truction. His expression on the modern view of

the architect referring to Vitruvius, as a complete designer, capable of designing

cities and different types of public and private buildings needed in these cities.

The two main characteristics Brunelleschi and Alberti has helped to

redefinition of architect's profession, his intellectual character and his social

poisition. To summarise up to this point; the medieval master mason has

received his training in a workshop familiar with the early traditional formal



vocabulary and with its structural possibilities and limitations. He designed

according to his pattern books and he could draw on the experience of

generations.(Ettlinger, 1977, p121). But early 15th century architects had no

standard type of education, they had some routes and prerequisites to become

an architect. They should be trained in another plastic arts, which provided a

foundation in mathematics and perspective. They should become familiar with

ancient ruins and monuments for archaeological and practical reasons. The

knowledge of Vitruvius was also important in this education system. And lastly,

they should gain experience and practical knowledge in the workshops for the

great projects. (Ackerman, 1998). Another difference of 15th century architects

was they set plenty of forms, based on Classical remains, and this brought a

division of labour. "The architect, as a designer of the building, knew everything

about Classical details and proportions, but was ignorant of the practical side of

building since he had not gone through a mason's training. Hence, he needed

the help of a builder in order to realise his ideas. Normally the builder's job was

comparatively simple, since Brunelleschi, Alberti, and others hardly ever

changed the customary layout of churches and palaces but only their

appearance. They clothed old structures in new garments, but the technical

know-how will return with the new vision of Bramante." (Ettlinger, 1977, p121).

3.2.1. The Architect as an Artist
The changing social structure of Renaissance has effected the role of the

architects in fifteenth century. Alberti had a clear idea of architecture with a

liberal education and a special knowledge of mathematics and geometry, as

discussed before. By distinguishing architects from the mason or carpenter,

fifteenth century brought a social division in the profession of architects. They

become a practitioner in the Liberal Arts and the master carpenter become the

builder. Architect's social status has raised the painters and sculptors status

and to the status of intellectual.

"In 1436, when Alberti wrote his Treatise on Painting (Della Pittura), he

pointed to the renewal of the three arts of sculpture, painting, and architecture in

Florence and made it clear that this achievement, culminating in the architect

Brunelleschi's invention of perspective construction, was not a matter of manual



skill but an intellectual feat, a discovery of new laws of art. For Alberti, the

architect was an artist and an intellectual, whose activity had nothing to do with

that of craftsman .... Traditionally founded upon geometry and mathematics,

architecture was almost a Liberal Art." (Wilkinson, 1977, p 125)

As Wilkinson pointed out another important fact for the architect's higher

social position was the new patronage in Renaissance. (Wilkinson, 1977). This

humanist ideal of educated patronage was mentioned for the first time in

Alberti's book De re Aedificatoria, which was written to inform the humanist

patron rather than the architect. (Ettlinger, 1977, p112- Wilkinson, 1977, p126).

The architects began to be protected by this new system of patronage and the

relationship between architect and the patron depend on the shared ideas on

the theory of architecture. The pope Clement VII IS behaviour during the design

and construction of Laurentian Library by Michelangelo corresponds to Alberti's

humanist ideal of the educated patron who is capable of discussing the fine

points of design with his architect. He supervised the initial design of the

building, and continued to follow in progress. (Wilkinson, 1977, p127)

3.2.1.1. The Role of "Disegno"
The architects during Renaissance, especially in Italy, were related to the

other arts. The architect's position as an artist was also originated from this

factor. The traditional artist-architect comes from his training in other arts and

from the belief that any artist could design a building, because designing a

building is a matter of conception rather than construction, based on technical

know-how. As Wilkinson pointed out, Vasari explained this phenomenon in his

biographical study, that artist trained in disegno, the father of our three arts

(painting, sculpture, and architecture) could extend their practice to another

field. "Developed by Vasari into the theory of artistic creativity, disegno was the

foundation of the liberal status of, the practice of art, without which it would not

have been possible to distinguish painting, sculpture, and architecture from

silversmithing or furniture-making, and the artist from the craftsman."(Wilkinson,

1977, p134)

Practically disegno refers essentially drawing and perspective, which was

the important feature of formal training of Renaissance architect. Alberti by the



early fifteenth century suggested that; the architect must design buildings, while

the builder must realise the design. For such a relationship the drawing is

necessary. He argued that" it is the role and function of drawing to give

buildings and parts of buildings a suitable layout; an exact proportion; a proper

organisation; a harmonious plan, such that the entire form of the construction is

borne fully within the drawing itself." (Alberti quoted from Robbins, 1994, p17)

"The invention of new forms of drawing, like perspective, analytical

sections and elevations, added significantly to the method by which design was

understood and to the means through which design were created. The concept

of disegno, is referred to drawing, which were critical." (Robbins, 1994, p18).

Francesco di Giorgio argued on the importance of this new concept, that "the

complete architect needs to use invention for many undescribed cases which

occur, and for this he requires drawings"(quoted from Robbins, 1994, p18).

In social sense, the traditional understanding of disegno, experienced

during the apprenticeship, was a liberating factor for the architects, from

craftsman status to the architect-artist. In these process architect's most

influential tool has become the "drawing".

But there existed some exceptions. As Wilkinson argues, Michelangelo

from the same disegno tradition has rejected to design buildings because of not

being professional in construction techniques and he stated that the architect

must concern himself with materials and techniques also not only with the

design of outer skin of architecture. This was a reflection of classical ideal to

bring theory and practice together. Wilkinson pointed out that, the architect

achieved full professional status by the 1560, and taken full responsibility for all

aspects of his practice. (Wilkinson, 1977, p142)

3.3.The Renaissance Contribution to Representation Techniques
We have seen that, the role of drawing in design process has changed

throughout the history. The meaning of drawing has taken a shift parallel with

the changes in design methodology especially in Gothic period and it has

placed on an important position during design process. This transformation

brought beginnings of other advantages and changes; in the position and social



status of architect, and in the division of labour. These late Gothic originated

transformations were shaped exactly in Renaissance era.

By the fourteenth century the redefinition of drawing was beginning to take

place. As Robbins points out, the discovery of Sansedoni elevation by Franklin

Toker suggested a shift in the use of architectural drawing. (Robbins, 1994,

p13)

This elevation had many features of modern architectural drawing. It was

orthogonal, drawn to scale, provided dimensional measurements on it, and

could guide the construction period by means of written notations. Until this type

of drawing, the production of building was an on site activity. Medieval master

masons designed, guided and built on the construction site. This type of

drawing suggested however, a new kind of relationship between architect as

designer and architect as master builder. "As the effort of one individual, the

elevation was a crucial element in defining a new and special status for the

architect as the conceptual imager of the design and the general overseer of the

building realisation." (Robbins, 1994, p15) This new drawing understanding

witnessed the division of labour in architect's profession, and it also helped the

architect to escape traditional limitations during design. As Robbins points out,

we begin to see, with Sansedoni elevation, the expression of an idea. This

drawing provides an experimental tool for the architect to demonstrate his ideas

on the paper. As Robbins argues; "the self invention of the architect as a



gentleman or mind-worker, in the Renaissance, would be accompanied by the

extended use of the drawing as an instrument of that invention and the

increased role of the drawing certainly provided a powerful instrumental basis

for this new definition of the architect's role." (Robbins, 1994, pp16-17)

This new characteristic of drawing, which began with late Gothic, was

elaborated in Renaissance. The architects of Renaissance conceived

architecture as a science. For them it required not only artistic creativity and

technical ability, but also humanist and archaeological knowledge and

intellectual thought. From this point of view precise architectural drawing in

mathematical precision has become the eminent tool of the architect, for the

construction of new buildings or for the documentary studies of ancient ruins.

So drawing becomes knowledge in Renaissance. The issues that drawing has

taken on itself can be summarised as follows: it has become an instrument,

through which architects can communicate with the construction site, an

experiment field for the architects to test and clarify their ideas before building

and constructing them on site, an end-product for the intellectual artist-architect

to strengthen his social position. Advances in drawing provided Renaissance

architect to express and experiment with different ideas compared with

medieval drawing.

Renaissance architects have taken a strong drawing heritage from their

Gothic colleagues. In Gothic period, architects reached perfect methods of

representing purely orthogonal, geometric design methodology. The

representation of spatial depth on the other hand was, almost forgotten. It was

Giotto (1266-1337), who rediscovered the pictorial space. This rediscovery led

Giotto and his contemporaries to be engaged with the plasticity of building and

its inner spaces. It has opened up new kind of architectural design. Giotto and

Great Sienese artists re-created the pre-requisites for a pictorial style of

architectural drawing. For example Giotto himself must have gone beyond the

strictly linear drawing of the elevation, and have used colours or rendering

techniques for the presentation drawings. "The graphic technique corresponded

to the character of the project: instead of filigree skeleton of Gothic there was a

stereometric body; in the place of abstract lines, there was the precious

materiality of a consistent surface." (Frommel, 1994, p101). The architectural

model was evolved because of the same necessity and spatial clarity. Even



though orthogonal sketches remained as the basis for architectural designing,

models and presentation drawings with highest pictorial quality were widely

used. "By the start of fifteenth century, therefore, illusionistic design had not

replaced but had been integrated with Gothic orthogonal sections; there was no

reason to believe that Brunelleschi and his successors would have given up the

orthogonal triad of plan, elevation and section." (Frommel,1994, p102)

Like Giotto, Brunelleschi (1377-1446) had begun his career as a goldsmith

and as a figurative artist interested in the perspective illustration of pictorial

space before he designed his first buildings. He was the first who construct the

linear perspective correctly. He brought architecture and painting in close

relation until pictorial space had an architectural structure and architecture

became increasingly pictorial, conceived as a subject visible from a fixed

viewpoint. He used for his analytical studies of his projects various plans,

sections and perspectives. In his architectural practice he did not go beyond the

orthogonal projects and models. (Frommel, 1994, p102)

Alberti, as we know, was the first to distinguish between design and

construction as the two constituent parts of architecture. Since for him the real

achievement of architecture lay in the "Iineamentum", that is not material

realisation but in the artistic concept and the development of ideas, he gave

importance to the methodology of designing. ((1)Frommel, 1994, p7). Perez-

Gomez states depending on the comparison of Alberti's ideas in De Re

Aedificatoria and On Painting and Sculpture, "design in Alberti's mind was

"inseparable from matter", so that drawing was perceived as the embodiment of

architectural ideas, distinct from perspectives that represented (in painting), the

reality of a building. (Perez-Gomez, 1982, p2). The creative architect should,

therefore, restrict himself orthogonal means of representation; that is to ground

plans, elevations, and cross sections, and then translate them into wooden

model. So Alberti made a distinction between orthogonal representation and

perspective representation and denoted the model as the effective and

explanatory representation technique. He argued that, the architect should use

models, to learn construction techniques, since it can supply information on site

arrangements, thickness of vaults and walls. For him drawing and models were

not alternatives but complements necessary for the elaboration of the complete

project.



Architectural drawing became increasingly more important during the first

decades of Quattrocento. Although we do not have any survived drawing from

Brunelleschi and Alberti, the architectural historians agrees with the opinion that

their influence has begun on the techniques of representation from 1430

onwards. Their doctrines on the architectural drawing have created a Florentine

spirit, which was also influential in High Renaissance. These doctrines, has

began to be established exactly during the 16th century. Today their techniques

of drawing is still being practised and their understanding on the division of

labour and on the architectural drawing are still contemporary.

The most direct traces of this spirit can be found in the works of Florentine

sculptor Filarete (1400-1469). "In 1464 Filarete distinguished several stages of

design and its drawing methods parallel to this stages; sketches not drawn to

scale "disegno in di grosso", in which architect illustrated his concept for his

patron; the "disegno proporzionato", provided with a grid divided into braccia

and thus with exact measurements; and "disegno rile vato" , or wooden model

which was constructed directly from the scale drawing. In all of this, only the

grid on the drawing paper, which Brunelleschi and Alberti already used, went

beyond normal building practices. ((1)Frommel, 1994, p6)

As Wilkinson points out, Filarete himself calls this kind of drawing as "relief

drawing", from which detailed master plans and measured view of the entire

project could be derived. (Wilkinson, 1977, p143)

Fig. 3.6 Elevation and grid for a church, from Filarete' s Trattato di Architettura
(Wilkinson, C., 1977, p144)



Another important name, whose works can also be a good sample for the

reflections of Brunelleschi and Alberti's ideas on representation, was Francesco

di Giorgio (1439-1502). He also began his career as a painter and sculptor and

followed Alberti's advises to learn from Antiquity. ((1)Frommel, 1994, p6). His

plan, section and perspective drawings of Colosseum are important because of

their schematic simplicity and the precision level one generation after Filarete.

(Frommel, 1994, p106)

Fig. 3.7 Plan, section and perspective view of Colosseum, Rome (Frommel, L., 1994,
p107)

After Francesco di Giorgio, Cronaca II as an architect has also preferred

the orthogonal means of representation. Like Brunelleschi his first drawings

were schematic outlines. He measured the ancient ruins, especially bases,

cornices and capitals and reproduced them, for example capitals in plan,

elevation and side view. (fig.3.8.). (Frommel, 1994, p 107)



The Florentine woodworker and sculptor-originated architect Giuliano da

Sangallo (1445-1516) was closest to Alberti and Brunelleschi in his drawing

techniques. His approach can be categorised as quick and precise proposals

for the architectural problems. He documented his observations in his

sketchbook, Taccuino Senese, which contains cursory ground plans, notes on

construction in partial perspectives and elevations. He used hatching and a

hard linear style, which shows close relation with orthogonal representation.

((1)Frommel, 1994, p6)

Fig. 3.9 Plans of Antique centralised buildings by Giuliano da Sangallo ((1) Frommel,
L., 1994, p14)

Fig. 3.10 Entablature of a Roman Mouseleum by Giuliano da Sangallo ((1) Frommel,
L., 1994, p16)

In his sketchbook Giuliano has made a full analytical study only for

Colosseum. He drew it in plan section and elevation and worked on the

structural pier system of Colosseum much more precisely compared with

Francesco di Giorgio. (Frommel, 1994, p 108)



Fig. 3.11 Plan of the Colosseum, Rome by Giuliano da Sangallo (Frommel, L., 1994,
p108)

Fig. 3.12 Perspective section of the Colosseum, Rome by Giuliano da Sangallo
(Frommel, L., 1994, p108)

Fig. 3.13 Elevation of the Colosseum, Rome by Giuliano da Sangallo (Frommel, L.,

1994, p108)



In another example Giuliano Sangallo has proved a different method of

representation. Although his contemporaries used linear perspective to create

spatial depth effect in their representations, he suggests depth through light and

shade in his orthogonal representation of Theodoric tomb dated approximately

1506. ((1) Frommel, 1994, p21)

Fig. 3.14 Plan and Elevation of Theodoric tomb by Giuliano Sangallo ((1)Frommel, L.,
1994, p20)

Leonardo's opinions on the architectural drawing were also parallel with

those Alberti's and Brunelleschi's. As Wittkower points out, Leonardo agreed

with Alberti and his drawings are evidences of that Florentine spirit: they appear

like the illustrations of Alberti's theories on the architectural drawing. (Wittkower,

1988, p26). The drawings of his centralised churches demonstrate that, in spite

of being analytical studies of all complex configurations of basic geometric

figures, they did not loose the clarity and effectiveness of this pure geometry.

These drawing present the expression of the simplicity and purity of basic

geometric figures and can be as the separation of pictorial and orthogonal

representation. In his drawings Leonardo choose the technique according to the

idea or the object to be represented. He combined the ground plans with interior

and exterior bird's eye views; and sometimes with ground plans in perspective

foreshortenings. ((1)Frommel, 1994, p9)



Fig. 3.15 Leonardo's sketches for the design of centralised churches (Wittkower, R.,
1988, p27)

. Another contemporary of Giuliano and Leonardo was Donato Bramante

(1444-1514). His approach to drawing was the continuity of Alberti's doctrines.

He began his architectural career with perspective illustrations of space and

become a master in this field. He was inspired from Alberti but additionally he

introduced new methods of achieving natural light into pictorial spaces.

Although he became a master in pictorial space representation, he must

have been made a clear distinction between "pictorial" representation and

architectural representation and believed in that, architectural project should

base on the orthogonal set of plan, elevation and section. Bramante's

contribution to architectural drawing technique began with his studies on

Antiquity. He examined the relationship of individual rooms, the articulation of

walls and staircases, the structural principles of the ancient ruins. The character

of some of his conceptual sketches on the Antiquity gave the impression of the

drawings of his friend Leonardo ((1) Frommel, 1994, p9). This analytical

approach of Bramante has also reflected on the realm of architectural practice

and a new profile of the architect began to be seen; architect with technical

know-how. (Ettlinger, 1977, p 121)



Fig. 3.16 Ground plan of the baths of Diocletian by Donate Bramante
((1)Frommel, L., 1994, p9)

The design and drawing process of St. Peter's by Bramante and Raphael

after him, can be an example for the examination of the evolution of an

architectural project during Renaissance.

"The first stage consisted undoubtedly of freehand sketch .... to gave the

pope a preliminary idea of the architect's proposal. After agreeing on a quincunx

system, Bramante ordered his assistant to draw the first scale drawing, or

"disegno proporzionato," to use in Filarete's term. Antonio da Sangallo as his

assistant drew up a set of local conditioning factors, simplified building forms,

accompanied by approximate dimensions. Then numerous water coloured

presentation drawings were drawn." (Frommel, 1994, p 112)

Bramante's approach to the relation between architectural drawing and

architectural project is still contemporary. For his second proposal of St. Peter's

he again follow the same sequential process. His another important contribution

to architectural drawing was the establishment of the close linking among the

orthogonal triad; plan, section and elevation. His structural researches led him

to a precision and perfection in the orthogonal means of representation. He

brought Villard de Honnecourt's idea of superimposition of section and elevation

with the help of axial lines one step further; he drew elevations from the ground

pian with the help of projection lines. These revolutionary changes that brought

by Bramante, affected the realm of architectural drawing especially evidenced in

the works of Antonio da Sang alia (1485-1546) and his later generations.

The architectural drawings of Antonio da Sangallo the younger survived in

great numbers compared with the others. His drawings are a turning point for

the history of architecture, because most of the Renaissance architects have



been educated in his circle after Bramante's death. Thus Renaissance drawings

were mostly characterised from the Sangallo's approach and point of view.

Many of the High Renaissnce professionals, such as Palladio, Borromini or

Juvarra were members of the Antonio da Sangallo circle.

In his early approaches, the influences of his Uncle Giuliano di Sangallo

can be observed. He drew quick sketches for the analytical studies of ancient

ruins. But in the perspective section of Colosseum in Rome, he added the

precision of details in stairs, wall openings and corridors. ((1) Frommel, 1994,

p15).

Fig. 3.17 Perspective section of Colosseum by Antonio da Sangallo ((1) Frommel, L.,
1994,p15)

He supplemented then his technique after Bramante isometric cross

sections of details.

Fig. 3.18 Isometric view of details of the Colosseum by Antonio da Sangallo ((1)
Frommel, L., 1994, p16)



The most important contribution of Antonio to the realm of architectural

drawing was; to combine the three main stories of Theodoric tomb with the

elevation. The vertical extension of a ground plan into the elevation had been

known since Gothic period, but the combination of an elevation with two

different ground plans drawn to same scale was a new method originated from

Bramante's ideas on drawing.

The only different branch from the Florentine spirit in architectural

representation was Raphael's and his famous pupil Baldasare Peruzzi's. They

never denied their artistic origins. Especially Peruzzi innovated new methods in

pictorial representation.



Fig. 3.21 Project for the completion of S. Petronio Baldassare Peruzzi (Frommel, L.,
1994, p118)

The early Renaissance in Florence brought many possibilities for

architectural drawing. Alberti and Brunelleschi has established a new spirit to

architectural representation; that is the separation of painterly representation

and orthographic triad and the model as a complementary means of

representation for the orthographic set. Bramante and Sangallo followed these

doctrines leaving their followers a precisely detailed design methodology. "They

united all various possibilities of representation: the orthogonal triad, the

complementary elevation, the drawing of one story within another, and

numerous methods of perspective and isometry .... Sangallo further developed

these methods, studying details in isometric view and the exact relationship of

interior and exterior elevations." ((1)Frommel, 1994, p33-34) Baldassare

Peruzzi on the other hand went one step further in pictorial representation.

According to Frommel the early Renaissance architects left their followers a

wide range of architectural representation techniques.

Ackerman does not agree with Frommel arguing that the drawing typology

of Early Renaissance was not refined and few of them were intended to be used

in constructing a building. He categorises these drawings in two groups: first

large, carefully drawn, and attractively rendered presentation drawings for

clients and second the quickly sketched drawings of architect's tentative ideas

and observations. He concludes that drawing at that time was not the only way

of communication tool with the site depending on the argument that, there was

no dimensions or instructions to lead the construction period. He argues



additionally that models for the builder gained importance for the construction.

(Ackerman, 1998)

James Pierce agrees with Ackerman; combining the scenographia and

Renaissance interest to centralised plans; "architects imagined themselves at

the centre of their projects, looking outward. This is why they were so attached

to the central plan and to scenographia: two ways of making it possible to view

the whole environment from a single point. When they did start to consider the

treatment of exterior, however, they seldom began by making a scale drawing

of the whole elevation; they began by drawing details." (Pierce, 1967, p49)

This leads both Ackerman and Pierce to the conclusion, that elevation for

Renaissance architects was a neutral, which was designed piece by piece or in

partial details. The absence of the surroundings in plans can be related to

Leonardo's opinion on buildings that; "a building should always be detached on

all sides so that its form may be seen". (Richter, quoted from Pierce, 1967,

p49). Leonardo included no informations of the site in his drawings; his

buildings become ideal solutions for the abstract formal problems.

3.3.1. The Usage of Models in Renaissance
The architects of Renaissance used models as a complementary means of

representation for the orthographic triad of plans, sections and elevations. They

did not invent the use of models, its early beginnings extend to Ancient Greek,

and to the full scale mock-up models called paradeigma. In Renaissance, the

usage of models changed into a more consistent way and the role of the models

during design process has further elaborated with the opinions of Alberti.

Before Alberti, Brunelleschi used models without completing them, without

ornament and only to express the relationships of the walls. But Alberti in his

book De Re Aedificatoria added some new ideas for the purpose of the use of

models such as to show the relationship between site and the surrounding, the

parts of building, the construction methods, the financial costs, the thickness of

walls ... As Millon points out, models for Alberti have another important function.

An idea or disegno in architecture could only be realised with the help of model.

The model for him was not only a tool to present the complete design to the

client but a means to study or evaluate a design idea. From the Brunelleschi's



and later Michaelangelo's point of model was a means for the representation of

an idea formed in designer's mind or a guide for construction. (Millon, 1994)

For Alberti on the other hand, the model was a medium for the

improvement of design. It was a part of design process, related to study

drawings instead of being a guide for construction. He studied with models for

the refinement of his designs, especially for its proportional dimensions or

structural possibilities.

In Renaissance, three categories of models existed. These were, study,

presentation, and competition models. There were also final models or models

that were used as guides for construction. "Further, models of details, either to

scale or full-size, form a discreet category much used in construction. Madani,

orfull-scale profiles in wood, cardboard, or metal, was a special class of detail

models.Within this general category of detail models is the copy model, that is,

a portion of an existing structure, an admired capital, cornice, or pediment that

may be cited as an element to be copied either at the same size or modified to

fit a new project." (Millon, 1994,pp 71-72)

3.3.2.The Origins of Section
" A section is an assemblage of dark spots on plane. It maps the residual

of a surgery on an object by a plane of incision. Each spot marks an instant of

convergence of an axis of inscription with an axis of incision. The sectioned



object undergoes permutations in a logical system of representation- a system

of co-ordinates. The logic of the representation resembles the logic imposed

uponthe physical world: the logic of gravity." (Bloomer, 1991, p43)

"On the plane of inscription, the scratching which represent the objects

slicedby a plane perpendicular to the line connecting top and bottom are called

plan."(Bloomer, 1987,p 40)

According to Bloomer both plan and section are sections, but their

difference come the former was originated from gravity the latter from an object

constructed with ideas. It is an interface between here and there referring the

superimposition of inside and outside. (Bloomer, 1991)

As Guillerme and Verin point out, on the other hand, its origin comes from

the ruins or the necessity to translate the images of ancient ruins in to

schematised contours. Especially three main ancient monuments were

influential on this process: the amphitheatre Colosseum, the baths of Caracalla

and the rotunda of Pantheon. (Guillerme and Verin, 1989, p226) All of them

weretried to be analysed, observed and drawn in architectural diagrams. These

vision overlaps with the Renaissance interest on Antiquity. Especially Pantheon

and its internal structure, which remained hidden throughout the centuries, was

an impetus for the architects of Renaissance.

The archaeological curiosity of Renaissance era led the architects to

analyse the inside and outside at the same time. The superimposition of

Rheimscathedral went one step further and analytical section found its place as

an important means of architectural representation. It has become a guide for



"However, around the same time one wittnesses the development of the

equally ingenious practice of juxtapposing flat or diminished semi-elevations

with perspective views of the corresponding interiors, or even with actual

sectionsfrom which issues the entire perspective disposed in the background."

(Guillerme and Verin, 1989, p232)

Fig. 3.26 Project for a circular temple, section, elevation G.A Dosia (Guillerme, J.,
Verin,V., 1989, p231)

Fig. 3.27 Plan section and elevation of temple from Daniela Barbaro (Perez-Gomez,
A., Pelletier, L., 1997, p48)



Beginning with the curiosity of every object, Leonardo's sectional sketches

are good examples for this statement; section has gained its importance as a

document for the analysis of ruins and monuments in architectural presentation.

Its importance raised steadily as the complexities of the project increased and

became a tool for design process.

Fig. 3.28 Leonardo's sectional sketches for cervival region (Guillerme, J., Verin, V.,
1989, p288)

3.3.3. The Ichnographic City Plan
The crucial contribution of Renaissance was the representation of three-

dimensional space on the surface of paper by means of the scientific

perspective. This system was suitable for the representations for a single

observer at a particular point. However in order to represent a complex object

such as a city the single observer method was not adequate and a different

representational method was necessary. As Pinto points out" the depiction of

cities in oblique projection, as well as the familiar bird's eye view, permitted an

illusion of total vision. In Renaissance plans of this type, cities are shown as if

seen from a single elevated viewpoint, from which the projected line of sight

meets the earth's surface at an oblique angle." (Pinto, 1976, p35)

The studies to represent the cities graphically coincide approximately

between 1450 to 1550. The studies of Fra Giocondo have an eminent role not

only because of their revolutionary combination of streets and masses but also

because of their graphic language. (Kostof, 1991, p131)



In late mediaeval period, the cities are represented iconically; that is some

isolated monuments from the city were selected without defining the spatial

relationships between the masses. But with the method of Alberti; which

describes the polar co-ordinates of any point in the city, the exact place of an

object can be measured. In the plan of Imola dated 1502-1503, which is the

only surviving plan before the middle of 16th century, Leonardo has selected a

methodof reducing every element of the town on a ground plan. "He adopted a

plurality of hypothetical viewpoints each perpendicular to earth's surface.

Buildingsand topographical features do not block others from sight, as in bird's

eye views, every point on the map is rendered equidistant from the observer,

and the distortions of parallax are eliminated. The result is a comprehensive

andaccurate city image, the earliest true ichnographic plan." (Pinto, 1976, p40)



The other significant contribution of Renaissance to graphic expression of

citieswas, Leonardo Bufalini's, a military engineer, map of Rome. His study was

a continuity of Leonardo's technique but differ from it by introducing

topographical relief by means of crosshatching. He aimed to express the major

hillsof Rome.

"By means of these contour lines the greatest disadvantage of

ichnographich city plans- that is pure and simple, they provide no sense of

relative elevation- could be remedied. Indeed, with the refined and systematic

use of contour lines it is possible to cut a section through any portion of a city

and thereby reveal the actual slopes of hills and valleys." (Pinto, 1976, p44)

The ability of the abstraction of physical reality and visualisation of the

world in abstract terms was closely related to the development of the positive

sciences. It is the most remarkable achievement of Renaissance. The

ichnographic city plan offered a new flattening system for a complex object; for

the city. This system was developed parallel with the other formulations of

graphic representation such as the drawings of Leonardo, Sangallo, and

Peruzzi, and brought the development of scientific instruments for the

observation of the environment.

3.3.4.Theories of Vision
From antiquity to the Middle Ages, many scientist and philosophers sought

to understand the phenomenon of vision. So the theories of vision has been

accompanied with the theories of knowledge. Especially the theme of this



constructionor as an objective fact but something in-between. Plato concludes

that there must be three components of reality; first "the unchanging form,

uncreatedand indestructible (Being), second that which bears the same name

as the form and resembles it, but is sensible, has come into existence

(Becoming)and third chora, which is eternal and indestructible, which provides

a position for everything that exists ..."(Plato quoted from Perez-Gomez, 1994,

p12)

In medieval times, the writer on the theory of vision was fully inspired by

Plato and Euclid. There existed theories arguing that the observer receives

luminousrays in a passive position. For instance according to the theory of AI-

Hazen; the act of perception occurs in the human brain not in the space

betweenthe object and the eye. He borrowed from Euclid the visual cone but

not the visual rays and founded his theory on them. In the thirteenth century

Roger Bacon has continued his theory. The writers in late medieval era

acceptedBacon's point of view, they also shared a theological interest in lumen

and lux, as the divine light of the universe. They held that the material form of

the universe existed with light and identified light with the divine creator, with

God.(perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p16). Here it would be necessary to

emphasise that the perspectiva natura/is tried to clarify the human vision. Its

main aim was to understand the God's presence and not concerned with

representation. For instance Thomas Aquinas associated perspectiva natura/is

with harmony in music not with the drawing or other graphic methods.

(Panofsky, 1995)

According to Jacobo Barozzi's statement on the vision of Renaisssance

the binocular vision was reduced to a single point of view and to the pyramid of

vision. Starting with Alberti's De Pictura; the fact that we perceive a single

image looking with both eyes, was explained with a physiological hypothesis in

which both optical nerves would meet in a single point, somewhere in the

middle of the head. (Barozzi, quoted from Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997,

p29).

Perez-Gomez and Pelletier criticise this theory of vision being a

reductionist and cyclopean explanation of the perception of depth. This

explanation required a device to determine the rules of foreshortening. In

Alberti's theory of perspective this new element became an abstract screen, or



-.
a window frame (today we name it as picture plane)(Perez-Gomez and

Pelletier, 1997, p29).

Alberti explained his approach as follows;

"First of all, on the surface on which I am going to paint, I draw a rectangle

of whatever size I want, which I regard as an open window through which the

subject to be painted to be seen." (quoted from Kubovy, 1986, p13)

On the other hand this approach on vision and perception has not been

accepted directly. For instance Leonardo da Vinci questioned the theory of

visual cone naming perspectiva arlificialis as perspectiva arbitraris. (Kubovy,

1986, p52). He insisted on this title arguing that, it is impossible to draw the

closest objects without distortion and the small and closest object cannot make

invisible the objects behind it. His theory seems closest to the theories of

mediaeval philosophers with mathematical properties. The other clearest

example to the mediaeval theories on vision is Piero delia Francesca's point of,
view.

"... Since one part of any quantity is always closer to the eye than another,

andthe nearer part always appears under a greater angle in relation to the fixed

limits, and because it is not possible for the intellect by itself to judge their

measmements, that is to say how great the more distant, therefore I say that

perspective is necessary, which discerns all the quantities proportionally like a

true science showing the diminution of any quantity by means of lines." (Piero

delia Francesca, quoted from White, 1987, p129)

In the new representational approach of Renaissance, seeing and

representing involved knowledge, like in medieval times. This knowledge should

not be identified with the positivistic approach of modern science. Instead

knowledge involved personal orientation in a specific cultural context including

its mythical and theological connections. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997,

p31-White, 1987, p129).

The approaches on vision after Renaissance studied on the empirical

understanding of perspective depth and its geometric system. There existed

always a distinction between constructed perspectiva arlificialis and the

physiology of vision. This distinction and the construction of perspective has

gone one step further with the introduction of the second observer (the distant



point),which brought the rationalisation of depth together. (Perez-Gomez and

Pelletier,1997, P 33)

3.3.4.1.From Natural Perspective to Artificial Construction
As a science, perspective is directly related to the optics, a discipline its

rootsextend to Ancient Greece and Rome during the Middle Ages. It has its

mainconnections with classical optics especially with its theological symbolism

of vision and light. This mystic relationship could be observed through the

suggestionson God associating him with the infinite and divine sight and as the

centre point of the converging lines. The theological belief did not enable the

theorieson the construction of the sight rather it directed to the mirror image of

theworld. Therefore the theories on perspective was not constructed to "imitate

the vision" instead their main goal was to reach the truth in artistic

representation. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, P17)

As Gombrich suggests for the retrospective of perspective view, the

Hellenisticartist drew the objects' sizes according to their positions. That is; the

distant objects were drawn smaller, the close or important objects were drawn

larger in size. The Hellenistic artist was not yet aware of the rule that object

appear systematically smaller as they do farther away. This is the reason for

Gombrich's argument that the Ancient Greek art has the reflections of the

Ancient Egyptian art. (Gombrich, 1984, p72) The reach Ancient Egyptian artistic

tradition interested restrictedly in creating realistic representation of space and

depth.Their art used a rigid language of religious and social symbols.



"In Egyptian art the economical structure of the society and the perception

of space were two leading factors. Unlike perspective's instant perception on

theeye, the perception of the objects were closely related with their real images

oftheir daily life." (<;evik, 1988)

As a result what we observe from the use of size differentiation of people

in an Egyptian painting is the symbolisation of their social status causing the

depthless space representation. Every image is represented according to their

specific representation. "For instance, while representing a human figure, the

face and the foots are drawn from the side view the body and the eyes drawn

frontally." (Arnheim, 1977, p122)

During the 450 Be, the evolution of the projection method and the

developments in Euclidian geometry and scientific developments in optic

influenced the Greek art. The free-hand perspective has emerged at the same

time consequently, the artist has began to replace the symbolist language into

whatthey actually see.

Before the Renaissance period and the invention of linear perspective

artists have discovered many of the rules for themselves what is lacking was

the mathematical foundation of linear perspective. The continuity between

perspectiva natura/is and perspectiva artificia/is was noticed by some artists

such as Lorenzo Ghiberti,(1445-1450). He summarised the medieval optic

theories as a precedent for linear perspective. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier,

1997,p18). In some of these writings there were evidences of the identification

of Euclid's visual cone and the pyramid of Alberti's costruzione /egitima.

According to Oechslin, the artists never behaved distant from the perspectiva

naturalis, instead he was always aware of it. (Oechslin, 1984, p41). The

Renaissance visual pyramid, inherited from the Euclidean cone of vision, has

become a basis for the perspective images as a window onto the world.

(Damisch, 1994, p 253).

In the fifteenth century the main concern on the perspective was, to

develop a coherent mathematical discourse. It was Brunelleschi, who gave the

mathematical base to perspective drawing. Owing to him perspective has

gained a logical and consistent system. "The ancient Romans had developed a

highly rational system, based on optical rules, which was used to a great effect

by theatrical scene painters of the time. In 13th and 14th centuries, Italian artists



devised more intuitive schemes, based on a combination of natural observation

and simple measurement. In Northern Europe, on the other hand, painters

concentrated on the method of judging by eye." (Cole, 1992, pp7 -8)

Perspective as a pictorial system was fully developed in the early 15th

century (about 1425) in the pioneering experiments of Filippo Brunelleschi and

Leon Battista Alberti. Brunelleschi was the first who experimented

systematically with perspective during his famous peep-show experiments.

Duringthese experiments the viewer held up a mirror with his one hand and the

image turning to the mirror with his other hand. The image had a hole on itself,

which will later be named the vanishing point. The observer can see the.
opposite of th\ts hole on the mirror image. The viewer could compare with the

help of this method the painted image's reality with the real image. This method

enabled the artists to perceive the flattened image and discover the geometric

order of the visual world.

After Brunelleschi Masaccio and Donatello used this new system of

painting in the history of painting. Masacio's painting of Trinity was the first

expressive and correct use of artificial perspective and it became a vantage

point in the history of art.



Fig. 3.34 The Feast of Herodes, relief by Donatello (Gombrich, E., 1984, p174)

But it was Alberti who first discovered the underlying geometry of

perspective. His book Della Pictura (Treatise On Painting), printed in 1436 was

thefirst work of art, in which the method of projection or the slice of the cone of

vision by picture plane was scientifically explained. In this method, which he

called construzione legitim a, he imagined the picture surface as a plane cutting

through a pyramid of visual rays.

He based his system on the height of a human figure. He set this height at

three braccia (about 1.8 m.), a Renaissance unit of measurement. Having

drawn a rectangular picture area, which Alberti imagined, as an open window,

he divided the ground line into scaled braccia. Next he fixed the central

vanishing point by drawing a vertical line three braccia high from the centre of

theground line. This point is opposite the artist's viewpoint: Alberti imagined the

artistand viewer to be at the same height as a figure in the picture's foreground.

He then drew lines- "orthogonals"- joining the ground line divisions to the

vanishing point.
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For the next stages Alberti drew a separate side view, showing the picture

planeedge on. He then divided the ground plane into braccia and marked the

viewpoint to the left of the picture edge. Next he drew visual rays from the

viewpointto the divisions on the ground plane, where these rays cut through the

picture edge determined the positions of the horizontal lines. These were then

added to the first stage construction, creating a foreshortened chequered

pavement. The horizon line is drawn through the vanishing point, parallel with

the picture base. Alberti recommended drawing a diagonal line from the bottom

left 'tile' to far right to check the construction IS accuracy.

Having created a flat pavement of tiles stretching into the distance, Alberti

couldposition objects using hid one-braccia-to-a-tile scale. He drew the base of

the object onto a square grid and then transferred it onto the perspective grid.

Using measurements taken across the floor could then plot an object's height,

at the front and the back.

Alberti has founded a method that can easily be adapted by other artists

for all paintings. This system is easily adaptable to all objects parallel to picture

plane. But when the object has an angle with picture plane a problem occurs. At

thattime he was the first who uses two-point perspective to solve this problem.

The Renaissance enthusiasm for perspective was not only for the imitation

of the nature. Significant it has caused both the statuses of painting and



architecture being raised from a medieval craft to noble professions through

whichthe artist skills gained importance. What perspective brought to both in art

and architecture was the realistic image in paintings depending on

mathematical rules. "Euclidian visual pyramid of the eye and striking the edges

of the object seen. Euclid tried to show why things appear smaller in the

distance, and why further ground appears higher, geometrically from this

pyramid in his book called Optics"(Stevens, 1990, p193). The reality can be

describedaccording to these rules giving the visual space a scientific structure

and at the centre of this structure stands the observer. The artists used this

advantage effectively to impress the spectator. For instance the Italian artist

Andrea Mantegna used the Alberti's system and went one-step further to use

the power of perspective over the spectator. The spectator became as witness

of the painted scene, they are no more confronted in their own environment but

they began to participate in painting. Perspective gave to eye the artist the

opportunity of leading the observer's eye on the desired details to express their

own idea effectively. It was Mantegna, who first invited the spectator into the

scene and broke the boundaries of painted image' s space into the viewer's

space.

3.4. The Rebirth of Pictorial Space

The notion of space exists in various areas of human thought, and it

involves many changes in its character. The concept of space has been always

linked with the concept of "being" and it is inseparable from human

consciousness, knowledge, and intuition. These concepts and images of space

formed in philosophy and science, which found their reflections in painting and

inart.

The first Greek concept of space was realistic and suggested that space

is a matter of existence and things take their beginning in it. For Plato, the form

of space is heterogeneous and hybrid, since it is the imitation of various ideas.

Platobelieved that space does not depend on the form by which it is defined. It

exists in understanding, which is evidenced by geometrical figures that define

space. They may be the subjects of rational science. (Folga-Januszewska,

1991, p583)



Aristotle understood space in relation to place. He spoke of space as th'e

proper place of things. Aristotelian space has been three-dimensional but not

infinitebecause it is contained within a body. ( Folga-Januszewska, 1991, p587)

"Among various changes of the concept of space during the ages, Galileo

Galilee's thought seemed to be especially important. Galileo believed space to

beinfinite, but he was aware that the basic difficulty in understanding infinity lies

inour tendency to think it in finite terms." (Folga-Januszewska, 1991, p587)

Meanwhile, in the European art from the Antiquity to Modern period the

description of space overlapped with geometric and mathematical methods. The

developing methods in perspectiva artificialis changed the act of creating, the

perception and the understanding of the space. As Gideon suggests the

principle of perspective came as a complete revolution, involving an extreme

and violent break with the medieval conception of space, and with the flat,

floating arrangements in its artistic expression. (Gideon, 1995, p31). Kubovy

agrees with Gideon. He concludes the two main functions of perspective as

follows: the rational representation of space, and precise definitions of objects in

spatial locations.



Fig. 3.37 Flagellation by Piero delia Francesca (Kubovy, M., 1986, p2)

Figure 3.36 and figure 3.37 show the advantages of perspectiva arlificialis.

Inthis context Taddeo Gaddi has defined a chaotic architectural setting only for

the placement of the objects in the scene. On the other hand Piero delia

Francesco defined his scene and the exact placement in a simple but

expressive way with the help of artificial construction of space through

perspective.

Alberti has constructed the basis of pictorial space created by artificial

perspective. The locus of this space is the direct proportioning and the squared

andforeshortened pavement, which has been discussed before in detail. During

the fourteenth century space began to be seen extending from the nucleus of

an individual object and accepted as a gradually moving volume. In the process

of pictorial representation the space is created as the first step and then the

solidobjects are arranged within the rules of perspective. (White, 1987, p123).

Panofsky agrees with White. He adds another point of view to the

mathematical foundation of pictorial space stating that sectioning the cone of

vision is creating a window, which creates a fully perspectival view of the

represented space. His argument can be supported with DOrer's definition on

perspective. DOrer explained the concept of perspective as follows: "perspectiva

is a Latin word which means seeing through." (quoted from Panofsky, 1991

p27). Panofsky broadens this definition. He states to be able to talk about a

pictorial space, the entire picture should be transformed into a window, which

defines a frame for the observer to look through into a space. Onto this window

the spatial continuum should be projected containing various objects.

(Panofsky, 1991, p27)



Panofsky defines the technical properties of the construction of pictorial

space as follows: "I imagine the picture in accord with the window definition- as

a planar cross-section through the so-called visual pyramid; the apex of this

pyramid is the eye, which is then connected with individual points within the

space to be represented." (Panofsky, 1991, p29) According to him modern

linearperspective is the construction of rectangular interior space.

Fig. 3.38 Plan, elevation and perspectival image of rectangular interior space(space
box) (Panofsky, E., 1991, p29)

The perspective creates rational, infinite, unchanging and homogeneous

space to be represented on two-dimensional medium. It reaches its goal with

the help of two important pre-acceptance; which Perez-Gomez and Pelletier

assume as reductions; that we see with one single and immobile eye and the

reproduction of the optical image can be abstracted with the sectioning of the

visual cone. On the other hand this purely systematised space understanding is

very different from the psychological and physiological space. At first the

psychological space can not be infinite and homogeneous and the limits of

perception includes very different characters. But Panofsky' s argument differs

from Perez-Gomez and Pelletier.

"Exact perspectival construction is a systematic abstraction from the

structure of psychophysiological space ... ln a sense, perspective transforms it

into mathematical space. It negates the differences between front and back,

between right and left, between bodies and intervening space, so that the sum

of all these parts of space and all its contents are absorbed into a single

quantum continuum." (Panofsky, 1991, p29).



3.4.1.The Representation of Space and Depth

The representation of space in antiquity was not a systematic

representation.The problem of artistic expression of space was manifested by

simpleideas resulting in superimposition. The space was represented as the

gapsbetween the objects without any systematic differentiation. The theories

onthis theme were not succeeded to define the space in a system based on the

relationsof height, width and depth. The interior space representations at that

timewere approximate representations with some faults to today's perspective

views.But the single vanishing point system and the representation of depth

proportionallywas not yet invented. The problem occurred in the representation

of landscape space. Because of the unsystematisation of defining the space

theybecame unrealistic. (Gombrich, 1984)

Although many art historians interpreted artistic expression in the Roman

frescoesas the rational and first expressions of perspective's systematisation,

Perez-Gomez and Pelletier differentiate their expression of depth from artificial

perspective.According to them their desire concentrate on the representation of

thelived space but not as a geometric, homogeneous construction.

Fig.3.39 the conquest of Egypt by the Romans (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997,
p100)

If a human figure has been included in the Roman frescoes, the

represented space became analogous with the scenes of the theatre. The



descriptionof the depth is, however, very different from the homogeneous and

geometric construction of the perspective. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997,

p99)

If we analyse the Byzantine world; we can observe that they were aware

of the Euclid's theory of visual cone. But their artistic expression never became

a window opening into the space beyond. The space in Byzantine art was

always in front of the represented image. The space in front of the image was

more important then the depiction of depth behind the figures. (Perez-Gomez

andPelletier, 1997, pp92-93)

Fig. 3.41 The offerings of Abel and Melchizedek (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997,

p91 )



In Medieval era the representation of the space of landscape and the

closed interior space representation began to separate. The individual elements

of the composition were placed like the parts of a spatial system, but the space

wasstill overlapped and layered. (Panofsky, 1991, p51 ).In the late Middle Ages

closed interior spaces reappeared in paintings. The human figures began to

interact with each other within the frame of the painting instead of looking out

from the frame. Panofsky named this turning point in the history of

representation as "painterly projections of space boxes". The represented space

became as the space of action of that scene, usually as religious

scenes.(Panofsky, 1991, P 54). The thirteenth and fourteenth century paintings

are the prime examples of this kind of representations. Giotto, Duccio, and

Lorenzetti brothers were forerunners of the representation of space and depth

in painting. The representation of closed interior space has turned into a hollow

body from the combination of solid objects in their paintings. Their works

suggested a new understanding for the surface of the painting. This surface has

turned into a transparent plane inviting the observer to look into the represented

space. The painted picture became a sectional, integrally organised view from

the infinite space. (Panofsky, 1991, P 55).



Fig. 3.45 Annunciation by Lorenzetti (Panofsky, E., 1991)

Lorenzetti's Annunciation is one of the important examples of these

paintings, which suggests depth. According to Panofsky its importance comes

from its mathematical consciousness for the discovery of vanishing point. The

orthogonals of the ground plane are for the first time oriented toward a single

point. The ground plane in this picture was a revolutionary step for the

placements and sizes of the figures in the volumetric arrangement. But from the

analytical studies of this painting what we observe is there are some difficulties



onthe definition of central vanishing point. There seems, some parallels did not

converge to the central vanishing point. (Damisch, 1994, p 80). Although

Lorenzetti has introduced the mathematical convergence of orthogonals, there

was still no method for measuring the depth with intervals. The derivation of

visualcones with the method of Alberti through the complete plan and elevation

leada correct representation of space and depth. Renaissance has succeeded

in mathematical representation of space, which had been represented in an

aesthetic unity. The works of Masaccio and Masolino were the prime examples

putting Alberti's ideas on paper. They preferred an architectural setting and

foreshortened pavement to express the simplicity and crystallised rectangularity

for the impression of perspective construction. The single vanishing point has

beenused not only for the exact placements of the figures in the scene but also

as a expressive compositional element. Architectural features in these paintings

gained importance, since they offered individual frames for the composition.

Additionally they became a means for the articulation of the space in the scene

by emphasising the pictorial unity of the whole composition. For instance in

Masaccio's painting "the Trinity"(fig.3.33) architecture and perspective played

an important and dominant role in design. The massive barrel vault and Ionic

andCorinthian columns gave the true representation of an impressive depth.

Two paintings of Masolino support the approach of Masacio both in

painting and architecture. In his painting "the Liberation of St. Catherine" and

"theCrucifixion" he used the architectural depth to create a realistic scene and

thefeeling of depth. (White, 1987, p146)



Fig. 3.47 The plan study of Florentine Gateway by Michelangelo (Perez-Gomez, A.,

Pelletier,L., 1997, p43)

Fig. 3.48 Sketches in Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L.,

1997, p43)

According to Perez Gomez and Pelletier Michelangelo's drawing are forms

of disegno of the lived body. 'The plan study of Florentine fortified gateway,

imbued with muscular tension, and the sketch investigating the relationship

between human figures and architecture in the Sistine Chapel are never

subjectedto the laws of linear perspective. Michelangelo's foreshortening is of a

differentorder .... Like his sculptures, these drawings sought to disclose life and

motion, and their resolution into the unity of matter, rather than geometric

lineamenti. "(Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p42)

3.4.1.The Representation of Objects and the Other Me hod

According to Evans and Damisch there exists a synthetic gap between the

perspective constructions of architectural settings in Renaissance paintings and

organicfigures such as human figures, clouds, clothing, animals ...(Evans, 1995,



P 133). Alberti's method for perspective drawing was suitable mostly for the

drawingsof architectural settings. It is a preparation for figure compositions. For

thisargument Leonardo's incomplete painting the "Adoration of the Maggi" can

bean example.

Evans concludes his argument with that Renaissance architecture IS

perspectival, that means that architecture was derived from perspective

constructions. He insists that modern conceptions of architectural space come

fromAlberti's framed, orthogonal, telescopic vision. He superimposes the ideas

in a perspective drawing such as oblique lateral vistas with the axis of human

movements in avenues and colonnades. (Evans, 1995, p141). But his ideas on

perspective are not suitable for non-geometric objects especially for human

figures. Piero delia Francesca's paintings offered a new approach to solve this

problem. Before Piero several artists such as Albrect Durer, Erhard Schon and



Luca Cambiaso tried to realise to represent the human figures in their paintings.

Piero went farther in the representation of human figures.(Evans, 1987, p4)

His theory on perspective suggested that, perspective composed of five

elements; "the eye, the form of the object seen, the distance between the eye

and the object, the lines that join the eye to the outline of the object, and finally

the surface of the picture". (Piero delia Francesca quoted from Evans, 1987,

p5). Unlike Alberti Piero avoided defining and using a central vanishing point. In

practical terms the main difference between Piero's central perspective and

Alberti's; Piero "concentrates on the local relations among eye, picture plane,

and the object. He persists throughout in describing all orthogonal

foreshortening in terms of proportional ratios, not in terms of converging

parallels and endless pavements." (Evans, 1995,p148)

Fig. 3.51 A plan and vanishing point construction of an unaligned octagon (Evans, R.,

1995, p149)

In his method Piero begins with a plan and side elevation of the object. He

includes the picture plane and the position of the eye. He obtains vertical and

horizontal co-ordinates from the plan and side elevation. He maps them on the

front elevation. This produces an array of dots for the desired image. The

method of Pieoro has brought two important abstractions; the orthographic

projection and the reduction of surfaces into description of dots. It is necessary

here to point out that perspective has been described by architects and



orthographic projection was first described by a painter; Piero delia Francesca.

(Evans, 1987)

Fig. 3.52 Rotated orthographic projection and perspective projection of a cube (Evans,

R., 1995, p152)

Piero's method of perspective explains us that the Renaissance

perspective is not constructed only according to Alberti's method. Like

Michelangolo's approach in representing depth Piero describes perspective

without a central vanishing point with the help of projection methods. This

brought some advantages and some disadvantages. For instance painters like

Raphael and Boticelli preferred Alberti's method in their paintings. They



constructed the architectural setting to define the space and depth and let the

figures move freely in these scenes.

In his paintings Piero preferred the combination of two methods of

perspective. He used his own method for the positioning and drawing of human

figures and the central vanishing point doctrine for the creation of depth.



3.5. An Overview on the Developments in Architectural Representation in

Renaissance

15th century includes important transformations in its edifice. The

conventional drawing systems of modern era were introduced during

Renaissance. Among these important turning points we have ana lysed that

architecture came to be understood as a liberal art, and architectural ideas were

conceived as geometric abstractions represented on two dimensional,

orthogonal drawings. These transformations have marked the contemporary

modern architectural profession, related to a mathematical and objective

geometric rationalisation.

For Renaissance artists and architects most important source was

Vitruvius' De Architectura, both for orthographic set of drawings and perspective

construction. The perspectiva artificialis was defined technically with the

references to the Euclidian visual cone and the central vanishing point was

selected to symbolise to represent the period's individuality as a "countereye" or

as a "window". The Renaissance vision has placed the observer and the

theories on infinity as spiritual meaning to perspectiva artificia lis. Although

Renaissance has introduced the most important representation of three-

dimensionality, Renaissance architects were not ready to accept perspectiva

artificialis as a means to generate the design of a building. Instead they

preferred to use perspective as a system or as a form for visualisation. During

the early Renaissance measuring the world's physical features was a curicial

activity that interested many architects. Many artistic practices, including

painting, perspective, architecture, and surveying was shaped by the desire for

the representation of truth and to analyse the world in a "measured, geometric"

reality. The curiosity on the Ancient ruins has brought triangulation methods

linked with orthographic representations. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997,

p20)

In the 15th century, the painters mostly examined the possibilities of linear

perspective. They tried to represent the pictorial space and depth with the help

of flattening the real image on two-dimensional medium. Brunelleschi, Alberti

and, Filarete were the forerunners of these experimental studies. There were of

course important and close connections between painter's experiments and

those of architects. The painter's interests in a geometric depth mostly ended in



a scene realised by means of an architectural setting. Therefore the artificial

perspective primarily associated with the art of painting and related to

architecture because of its primer, geometric and regular artefacts that enabled

the perspective depth appear easily.

Many art historians share this common belief that Renaissance architects

preferred other drawing systems which define their geometric nature similar to

perspective. For instance in northern Italy Danielo Barbaro was carefully

ignoring the usage of perspective in architectural representation. He replaced it

with the section and model. He explained these difference in his own words.

The section "allows for a greater knowledge of the quality and measurement of

the building, helps with the control of costs and determination of the thickness of

the walls." (Danielo Barbaro quoted from Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997,

p49). According to him ichnographia, orthographia, and sciographia belong to

the same type of drawing to constitute the architectural ideas. These kind of

drawings, referring to Plato's lineamenti(Platonic triangular first figure of the

cosmos) effectively turned Renaissance architecture from medieval construction

into a liberal art. The roots of Barbaro's ideas lie in Alberti. Albertian point of

view suggested that the lineamenti enabled the full geometric idea of a building

to be designed in the architect's mind. By the mid sixteenth century this

relationship changed into a division between architectural drawing, painting and

sculpture.

"During Renaissance geometry was not a purely formal, abstract

discipline, while drawing was more then geometry ... the architects'

interest in perspectiva artificialis responded to a concern for revealing

the geometric dimensionality of experiential depth .... In retrospect, this

new form of representation was also a first step toward a rationalised

visual image, detached from the theocentric medieval universe" (Perez-

Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, pp23-25).



CHAPTER 4

THE AVANT-GARDE MOVEMENT AND THE DRAWING

Throughout the history of architectural representation, it has been

analysed that the most important developments are the results of Renaissance

idea. This period involved many transformations both in painting and in

architectural drawing. However, post Renaissance studies on the theme of

representation has been shaped by the idea of "objectivity" and "rationality".

The 1yth and 18th century has witnessed the connections of logical,

mathematical and universal geometric rules to architectural representation. With

this rationalistic viewpoint; the pictorial representation and the symbolic value of

perspective has been reduced to geometric abstractions. In short, it can be

argued that the architects of 20th century have the descriptive geometry as the

most powerful tool in hand and the idea of rationalism in mind.

The early 20th century has witnessed many revolutionary attacks in

painting through Cubists, Futurists, Constructivists and Suprematists

tendencies. They all tried to question the settled conventions and the dogmas of

perspective. Although architectural theory has made many attacks on the past

classical approaches, their understanding in architectural drawing has not

become a revolutionary attitude. They did not invent new forms of

representation, instead some established forms of architectural representation

has been reinvigorated, such as axonometry and sketch. These two forms of

representation have been widely elaborated during the avant-garde architecture

and they became influential tools for the ideology of this emerging and

revolutionary architecture. Evans' sentences in his essay "Architectural

Projections" support this idea.

"There have nevertheless been at least two significant changes in drawing

practice during this century (twentieth): the increasing prominence of

axonometric projection, with its subsequent incorporation into the conventional

set of architectural drawings; and the more frequent resort, and greater

investment in, the sketch." (Evans, 1989, p33)



4.1. The Conditions and Ideals of Avant-Garde

The very concept of avant-garde can be summarised as the manifestation

of a moment of rupture, and of a conflict emerging from the reality principle .

.Tafuri suggests the basic questions of the avant-garde as the position of the

intellectual in the society against the capitalistic world, the reaction against the

catastrophe of the war, the intellectual excitement came with November

revolution, and the ideals on the utopia of a new world. (Tafuri, 1985)

Hays suggests that the avant-garde movement in art in 20th century arose

from a context of industrialised mass production. The new humanist conception

of creating a subject brought free autonomous atmosphere, with emerging

capitalist society. But it also brought some anxieties of metropolitan life and

Industrial City. (Hays, 1988, pp153-155)

Peter BOrger summarises in his "Theory ot the A vant-Garde" the major

goal of the historical avant-garde as follows: to transform the institutions of art,

its ideology and autonomy. He concludes this tendency as a war against the

"highness" of art, and its separateness from the everyday life. BOrger suggests

that the avant-garde tried to reintegrate art with social practice.

In his article "USSR - Berlin, 1922: From Populism to Constructivist

Intemationaf', Tafuri analyses this relationship and the social issues defined by

different art groups in detail. These art groups organised especially in Germany

between the years 1909-1922. Their main propaganda was shaped by the ideas

of freedom by art. BOrger's inference could be supported with the program of

Arbeitrat tOr Kunst:

"Art and religion.

The world's people become holier through them. Freer in brotherhood.

Greater in their thrust toward loftier heights. The liberator of us all: ART.

The people and art must form a whole. The artist with his work will

create the space in the Absolute for the regeneration of his heart.

Freedom of the subject, as a corrective and confrontation to the

conservative social art practised with the unstable ethic of commercial

interests. Freedom and authentic life for the individual ... It wants to

transcend the commonplace, which means freedom from it. It tends to

recognise the forms of expression of counter-art, that is to say, of the

art those regarded as infantile and sick, according to its own laws, not



as a rational product of consciousness, but rather as an expression

subjected to its own particular laws.

We find ourselves on the fertile terrain of the revolution. Our motto is

LIBERTY, EQUALITY, FRATERNITY. Our union is derived from the

equality of our human and artistic conceptions ...." (quoted from

Tafuri,1985)

The social awareness was the first doctrine for the studies of avant-garde

art. Avant-garde artists borrowed the industrial heritage of 19th century, with its

problem and anxieties. Their second important question was on the issues and

responsibilities of art. They analysed the 19th century's artistic tradition as sick

and not overlapping with the problems and possibilities of this emerging society

and suggested that the new art must be revolutionary both in his forms of

expression and in terms of its conception. The new art has been shaped as a

unifying, liberating tool for the society. They also worked for the social

awareness for the people. The avant-garde artistic movements was utopian,

humanitarian and against war.

Another important feature of the avant-garde movement was that the

different artists such as painters, poets, writers, architects were in close relation

with each other. They shared their ideas in an intellectual atmosphere and this

caused the influence of different art fields to each other. For instance after the

Bolshevik Revolution, many utopias has been produced by German artists on

architecture, like "the City of Peace "or "the Temple to Humanity". They were

subsequent projects influenced from Le Corbusier's ideals for the Mundaneum.

(Tafuri, 1985)

The relation of Adolf Behne to Gropious affected the most important ideas

on the avant-garde architecture. Their ideals were based on the utopia of

architecture as a natural absolute; as a collective action aimed at the recovery

of creativity. This influenced many architects like Bruno Taut and Adolf Meyer.

An additional impact on the character of the avant-garde was the relation

between the European and Soviet artist. Artists like Mayakovsky, Alexandre

Rodchenko, EI Lissitzky brought their thoughts on the emerging art to Europe.

They organised many exhibitions in Germany and strengthened the

identification of avant-garde with communism. Their main idea was that art is an

object to be consumed, but the consumer does not know what to do with



figurative art, and this consumer is the proletariat. So they shared the ideals of

Arbeitsrat fOr Kunst to give the society a point of view on art. They aimed a

direct dialogue with the European avant-garde to propagate their intellectual

atmosphere and political ideals within Soviet Russia. They also brought the idea

that art should preserve itself from all local characteristics and symptoms and

become international. They also attacked the position of art and its highness in

the society. EI Lissitzky explained this idea in his own words.

"The culture of painting no longer comes from the museum. It comes from

the picture gallery of our modern streets- the riot and exaggeration of colours on

the lithographic poster, the black glass signs with white letters pasted on, the

light from electric lamps that have coloured with violet lacquer." (quoted from

Tafuri, 1985)

At the end of 1920's the all of avant-garde artistic approaches has been

analysed by Bauhaus and De Stijl members. They tried to analyse these

different approaches through their objectives. Their primary goal was the

synthesis of avant-garde experiments and doctrines, which will be the basis of

modern art and architecture later. "The avant-garde, more or less consciously,

consigned to architecture and to the techniques of the visual transformation of

the environment the task of testing in a concrete fashion its own productivity"

(Tafuri, 1985)

4.1.1. The Abstract Art in the Early Twentieth Century

In the history of art, it is possible to describe a period or a generation of

artists as having been interested in a particular problem. The artists of the

fifteenth century for instance aimed primarily to imitate the nature. They mostly

interested in the external appearances and details of the object. As discussed in

previous chapter, -the artists of Renaissance tried to discover the laws of

perspective, and foreshortening. They analysed anatomy and movement in

detail.

On the other hand, in the early twentieth century, the dominant interest of

the artists was exactly opposite. They mostly chose to attack the established

rules of conventional art and with a powerful will they abandon the imitation of

natural appearance, causing the idea of abstraction.



The term abstract frequently used to describe the extreme position to be

away from the imitation of "nature". (Barr, 1986). On the other hand the term

"abstraction", understood as something abstracted from nature, but the new

conception of painting includes art as an autonomous entity itself, and rejects

the idea of imitation anything else. (Amason, 1986)

4.1.1.1. Cubism

The idea of abstraction in art emerged first in the paintings of Picasso and

Braque between the years 1909 and 1911. They questioned in their paintings

the idea of figuration in art and tried to construct a new methodology for modern

painting. Both Picasso and Braque were members of Fauve Group and worked

under the influence of Matisse. The Fauve Group usually characterised by the

barbaric spirit in the use of colour. The cubist attitude in Braque and Picasso

paintings has been named as analytical cubism.

Fig. 4.1 Painting by Pablo Picasso 1911 (Lynton, N., 1982, p60)
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The name of this artistic expression came from its methods of study. Both

Braque and Picasso have searched new means of expression. To reach this

goal they preferred to paint without looking onto real models, instead they

painted the images from their memories. (Lynton, 1982, p56-61) The Cubist

seems little conscious interest in subject matter. They borrowed traditional

subject matters, figure portraits, landscape, still life etc. for their elemantary

analysis. This analytical study for Picasso was "breaking down and reconceiving

form in terms of its planar components". For Braque it meant materialised space

into a comparable array of shifting shardlike elements. (Amason, 1986, p152)

Gen9 agrees with Amason suggesting that the main question of Cubism

was how a figure will be a fragmented geometric figure. The first step was to

break the figure with geometric rules and then bring them together to reach a

total work of art. (Gen9, 1983, p46)

What Picasso, Braque and other cubists brought to art was "the idea of

abstraction and its logical construction". They gave the artists a freedom with

new ways of expression.

"Here fully stated are all those concepts of metamorphosis, of

simultaneous and consecutive vision, in which the artist has finally

liberated himself from the Renaissance world of nature observed by

means of the arbitrary principle of mathematical perspective. It

represents the painter's moment of liberation from a system that had

held artists captive for five hundred years. Henceforth they would be

free of the concept of a painting as an imitation of visual reality. They

were now free to explore any desired direction of vision, experience of

intuition." (Amason, 1986, p161)

4.1.1.2. Suprematism

Other important art movements, shaping general characteristics of the

century are futurism, suprematism and constructivism and abstract experiment

in Holland through De Stijl movement. These approaches in art have been in

close relation to architecture because of the cosmopolite intellectual

atmosphere in Europe at the beginning of the century. We will discuss this

relation later. The beginnings of abstract art has been included in the cubist

movement and spread all over the Europe and Soviet Russia as well.



In Russia the works of Malevich and Kandinsky explored different aspects

and devices of analytical cubism and futurism and called their studies as "Cubo-

Futurism", Then these studies led Malevich to suprematist idea, which he

described in his article "the World of Non-objectivity". He defined suprematism

as the supremacy of pure feeling in creative art and he went on "to the

suprematist the visual phenomena of the objective world are, in themselves,

meaningless; the significant thing is feeling, as such quite apart from the

environment in which it is called forth" (quoted from Arnason, 1986, p187)

What suprematist triticised in the works of cubists was their subject

matter. They suggested through the paintings of Kandinsky and Malevich for the

first time in the history of painting to change the subject matter with non-

figurative ideas and expressions. It had been demonstrated that a painting

could exist completely independent of any reflection of imitation of the world.



Both Malevich's and Kandinsky's importance came from their primacy to

create abstract compositions with ultimate geometric simplifications. They

brought the idea of abstraction one step further in the history of modern art.

(Weiss, 1994). Another important aspect on Malevich was that his approach to

architecture. He understood architecture as a historic and basically an abstract

visual art. Between 1915 and 1923 he experimented with three-dimensional

drawings and studied the problems of form in three dimensions. His study

models have become important stimulus objects both for the growth of

constructivism in Russia, flourished to Germany and Western Europe. His most

important influence has been on EI Lissitzky, who brought Malevich's ideas to

Bauhaus and naturally to the International Stlyle in architecture (Amason,

1986).

4.1.1.3. Russian Construe ivism

The other important movement in the history of avant-garde art is the

Russian constructivism. This movement was in close relation with architecture

since its most important media was a three dimensional medium; that is the

sculpture. Sculpture, from the beginning of its history, had involved a process of

creating form by taking away from the mass of the raw material (these materials

were mostly stone and wood), or built up from a massive material. These

classical understanding in sculpture has been replaced by modern thoughts,

that modern sculpture was an art of space rather than an art of mass. The origin

of this idea was the relief composition of Picasso the "Guitar'. (Amason, 1986,

p189-Lynton, 1982, p104- Barr, 1986,p132).



This relief composition was very influential on the works of Viladimir Tatlin.

He expressed new ideas in sculpture in his relief works and carried out to

architecturalworks in his tower for Monument to the Third International.

Later the works of Russian Constructivists became a propaganda tool for

the October Revolution and for the studies of the new government but it was

very influential on the works of EI Lissitzky and De Stijl. If we summarise the

constructivism in general, it was a movement mostly expressed its ideas on art

in sculpture. Its primary elements in design were purist geometric forms, and

industrial materials. (Lynton, 1982)



4.1.1.4.De Stijl

De Stijl movement in art was closely related with Malevich's suprematism

andconstructivist concepts on spatial arrangements as well as in sculpture and

architecture.The works of Mondrian and van Doesburg resembles same pure

andultimate geometric abstractions. These important art movements created

closerelation to architecture since its definition of architecture depended on that

it was a pure and abstract art and because of their conceptual approaches to

·space",which will be discussed later. The strong conceptual basis of De Stijl

wasbased on the synthesis of EI Lissitzky's Proun works, which were exhibited

inBerlin in 1923. The beginnings of De Stijl coincide with Mondrian's influences

from cubist paintings. He suggested a new, abstract painting understanding

depending on the equilibrium of dynamic movements of form and colour and

puremeans of afford to attain this sort of composition. (Amason, 1986, p203)



Paul Overy summarises the mature period of De Stijl painting as being

abstract, geometric, asymmetric, carefully and consciously balanced, composed

of black lines on a white background with rectangles of pure primary colour.

(Overy, 1991, p55). But before this maturity Mondrian has experimented with

detached colour planes and he widely elaborated the use of differentiation of

foreground and background and a rectangular grid for the impression of depth.

Van Doesburg on the other hand, has studied to give this abstract painting a

dynamic effect, mostly on the grid. He abandoned the rigid vertical and

horizontal gridal organisation of Mondrian and introduced the diagonals. He

named his approach as Elemantarism in 1926 De Stijl manifesto and explained

the inclined grid as a surprising, instable and dynamic means for this new

painting understanding. But his important works for this study were his

representations on interior space in close connection with EI Lissitzky.

With these counter compositions he overlapped three-dimensional

expression with the help ofaxonometry and he elaborated an abstract

architectural language by means of rectangular planes in an empty space.

(Lynton, 1982, p116)



4.1.1.5. Futurism

"The belief in uninterrupted improvement was much more effective then

the' religion at that time; people believed in improvement more than the Holy

Bible. The development in science and technology made this belief stronger"

(StefanZweig quoted from Lynton, 1982, p89).

In 1909 the Futurism became a cultural movement through art especially

in literature. Its began with the propagandist ideas of Marinetti against the

cultural atmosphere into which Italy had sunk during the nineteenth century.

They mostly concentrated on the idea of destruction of the established rules of

pre-modern society and selected to destroy the libraries and museums in their

manifestos as the symbols of that society. Their ideas based on the dynamics of

modern society, speed in modern technology, the idea of improvement, the

beauties of revolution and war. As Amason suggests, futurism emerged on a

full-shaped literal theory, and the illustrations of artists have always tried to

realise these ideas in their paintings. (Arnason,1986, p181). Although Futurisms

aesthetic approach can be summarised as a branch of Cubist art, their eminent

contribution to modern art was the will to change the subject matter of painting.

Their subject matter has originated from the peculiarities and problems of

modern society. (Lynton, 1982 and Amason 1986). They excluded the subject

matter; the represented objects of traditional painting. (Mitchell, 1994, p214)



Fig. 4.12 The speed of a motorcar and lights. 1913 Giacomo Balla (Lynton, N., 1982,

p95)

4.1.2. Bases of Avant-garde Architecture and Design

The birth of avant-garde architecture like the Renaissance period refers to

a persistent breakage in the history of architecture. It lays on a deep historical

discontinuity. At the end of 1900's the architectural avant-garde, as in the other

branches of art, has broken its bonds with the past architectural approaches.

(Trachtenberg and Hyman, 1986, p487) The way in progress and future was

realised and there existed an important gap between the past and present. The

modern movement opened up new points of views with the avant-garde idea.

Modern architecture's conditions has been summarised by Curtis as

follows; the major social and technological transformations, leading a shift from

rural settlement to urban existence in the industrialised world, an eminent

interest in functional approaches, an immediate break with past, new questions

on the abstract control of space, light, structure, geometry, material and

movement. (Curtis, 1996, pp13-14). "The avant-garde movement was a

revolution in a social purpose as well as in architectural forms. It tried to

reconcile industrialism, society and nature, projecting prototypes for mass

housing and ideal plans for entire cities." (Curtis, 1996, p15)

According to Rowe other social features shaping the avant-garde

architecture are;

• the notion that a building should be works of architecture

• the notion that architecture is potentially a science, a mirror image of the

pre-eminent science



• the notion that the architect is, or should be, an obedient pencil immediately

responsive to the utterings and mutterings of the Zeitgeist

• the notion of the architect as Messiah figure and the corresponding notion

of architecture as the vehicle of the millennium

• the notion of the alienated personality and the atomised society which, vIa

the activity of the architect, are to become reintegrated. (Rowe, 1994,

pp46-47)

The aesthetic symbolism of avant-garde found by some architects such as

Gropius, Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier, in primary geometrical forms.

For them the white transparent cube became the ideal basic form. "Other

architects, such as the early Berlin Expressionists, attempted to match their

architecture to the purity of the crystal, to the growth of mineral formations.

Others still, such as Hermann Finsterlin, found a basis in the example of natural

organic forms, like clusters of cells, wombs or limb structures. The Soviet

constructivists took the newest product of technology, the machine as the

starting point for their invention of forms.

The beginnings of Modernism were In no way marked with a single,

uniform style .... By the beginning of the1930s, the process of standardisation

was already far advanced. As soon as individual architects moved away from

conceptualisations and visionary Utopias and into practice, the aesthetic of

primary forms began to become a dogma, and the reductionist architecture of

cubes and rectangles established its ascendancy." (Klotz, 1989, pp26-17)

The years between 1910s and 1920s has witnessed an aesthetic

revolution, which transformed architecture and other arts from its original bases

in to a progressive understanding in architecture. Their main concern in

aesthetic became the pure, smooth geometrical forms. "They showed little

tolerance towards the decorative applications in architecture. The only thing the

house was left with was pathos of purification" (Klotz, 1989, p25)

The aesthetic principles of this emerging architecture are suggested by

Alfred Barr in the introduction of "International Style" as follows: "emphasis upon

volume-space enclosed by thin planes or surfaces as opposed to the

suggestion of mass and solidity; regularity as opposed to symmetry or other

kinds of obvious balance; and lastly, dependence upon the intrinsic elegance of



materials, technical perfection, and fine proportions, as opposed to applied

ornament." (Hitchcock and Johnson, 1966, p29)

Additionally the construction methods allowed architects to design freely

compared with the traditional architectural designs. The reinforced concrete

skeleton system changed the massive, static architectural end product, into an

effective volumes defined with light, plane surfaces. The important architectural

approach became the open box. The great majority of buildings consisted of

planes surrounding volume. "With skeleton construction enveloped only by a

protective screen, the architect can hardly avoid achieving this effect of surface

volume unless, in deference to traditional design in terms of mass, he goes out

of his way to obtain the contrary effect." (Hitchcock and Johnson, 1966, p56)

This changing construction system mostly influenced plan and elevation·

drawings. The indication of modern plans is reduced to points representing

support and lines representing separation and protection. The entire facades

are cantilevered from the plan and the screen walls placed distant from the

supports.

4.2. Factors Effecting Representation Techniques in Avant-garde

Architecture

It has been discussed that avant-garde architecture was a break in the

history of architecture. The representation techniques during this period has

gained more importance compared with the Renaissance, since the conceptual

approach has been introduced for the first time into the realm of architecture.

The close relation between literature, painting, sculpture and architecture has

created a fertile intellectual atmosphere, which was influential on each other

both in concept and in expression. If we accept the architectural representation

as a language of architect's thought it is possible to understand the changes in

drawing parallel to the changes in conceptualisation.

It has been argued that avant-garde architecture has replaced all the

conventional attitudes and formal approaches of the past. But in architectural

drawing it has not suggested invention of new means of representation. This

part of this study will analyse the reasons behind this argument. In this section,

the relationship between architecture and plastic arts, especially painting and

sculpture, the new education system, which has been symbolised in the



Bauhaus spirit, and the idea of rationalism In geometry and architectural

drawingwill be discussed.

4.2.1.The Relation of Architecture to Plastic Arts

During the 1920s, in Europe and in Soviet Union, the formal languages of

the new architecture developed in close conjunction with two and three-

dimensional expressions of fine arts. The constructivism in Soviet Russia, the

Neoplasticism (De Stijl) of Mondrian and Vantongerloo established the formal

approaches for the architecture of Van Doesburg and Rietveld in Holland.

Likewise in France Corbusier and Ozenfant have juxtaposed the Purism for the

complex spatial relationships of this emerging architecture. (Cook, 1990, p15)

Additionally, Futurism in Italy has been a stimulus for Sant Elia and other

architects. Social and intellectual relations between painters and architects were

a normal feature of the artistic culture but what was important here in the

beginnings of twenties was, that they have shaped the move toward abstraction

inmodernism.

Similar revolutions occurred both in architecture and other fields of art. For

instance sculpture has changed from a carved out artistic experience into a

constructive and volumetric expression. Both painting and sculpture has gained

a non-representational character. (Collins, p272, 1998) Architecture has been

influenced from these revolutions. The theme of this discussion will be how

architecture has been related to the other areas of art both in the forms of

expression and in process of conceptualisation.

The ideal complete integration of abstract sculpture, abstract painting and

architecture was expressed by J.J. P. Oud in his manifesto "On the Architecture

of the Future" dated 1921, in which he defined "a self created architecture is

possible at last, to which the other arts are no longer subordinated, but

organically with it." (quoted from Collins, p274, 1998). The other supporting

thought comes from Walter Gropius in "the New Architecture and the Bauhaus"

"our ultimate goal was the composite but inseparable work of art the great

building, in which the old dividing line between monumental and decorative

elements would have disappeared forever." (quoted from Collins, p 274, 1998).



4.2.1.1.Architecture and Cubism

"It is one of the central, if largely untheorized I tenets of the history of

modern architecture that cubism forged a vital link between avant-garde

practices in early twentieth century painting and architecture." (Blau and Troy,

1997, p 1).

In early 1912, Albert Gleizes and Jean Metzinger announced cubism as a

radical break with artistic tradition, and particularly with the perspectival

rendering of three-dimensional space on a flat surface. Cubist compositional

strategies aimed to replace the illusionistic space with the juxtaposition and

overlapping of planes with the idea of giving the spectator the possibilities of

multipleview. (Murphy, 1997, p 59)

According to Sigfried Giedeon cubist painting had played an important role

inthe evolution of avant-garde architecture depending on the arguments of both

Gleizes and Metzinger. He argued that cubism has broken the traditional

conception of space by representing objects as overlapping planes from

multiple points of view. So the three-dimensional representation of Renaissance

has been replaced by this new representation of space. He saw this as a

challenge against the convergence of parallel lines. (Giedion, 1995)

On the other hand Hitchcock finds this relationship less obvious compared

withGiedeon, arguing that abstract painting, already architectonic and provide a

large-scale basis for architectural compositions. He continue to his statement

that the relation of architecture to painting came after cubism especially in post-

cubism in France, De Stijl in Holland and Bauhaus in Germany." (Blau and Troy,

1997, p 2).

The most important argument on the linkage between cubism and

architecture came from Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky in their famous essay

"Transparency Literal and Phenomena!' in 1971. They linked the formal

peculiarities of the paintings of Picasso, Braque and Gris; these are frontality,

suppression of depth, contracting of space definition of light sources, oblique

and rectilinear grids, with the endeavours of avant-garde architecture to

transform the cubist space. This transformation could occurred not optically but

phenomenological with a new spatial order." (Blau and Troy, 1997, p 3).

Reyner Banham agrees with Rowe and Slutzky. He states that the

structural grid of cubist painting has inspired the rationalist tendencies of



emerging architecture, which could later lead to the mas.s produced

architectural artefacts. (Banham, 1992, p 206) In my opinion the suggestion on

the relation on architecture and cubism by Rowe and Slutzky is stronger than

the others, because their theory links the conceptual bases of Cubist's to their

spatial organisation.

A different point of view on this connection comes from Robin Evans in his

book"The Projective Cast Architecture and Its Three Geometries". He suggests

that the connection of cubism to architecture did not originate a new conception

of space, nor the objects in space and depth but in their picture making. He

asserts that the cubists focused on the representation and dealt with the

problems of traditional single-point perspective, preferred orthographic

projection, as an abstract and powerful method of representing complex three-

dimensional objects in two dimensions. (Evans, 1995, pp57 -67)

According to Murphy on the other hand; a new approach to architectural

representation has been introduced by Braque; that was to draw multiple

perspectives overlapping each other against the conventions of representing

architecture in plan, section and elevation. (Murphy, 1997, p 60)

Colomina agrees with Evans. "By breaking with the perspectival cone of

vision, the splintering image of the cubist painting displaces the static viewer, it

mobilises the eye in a quasi-cinematic way. But the different angles of view are

not presented in any sequence, they are juxtaposed." (Colomina, 1997, p141).

She suggests that the concept of disorientation of the spectator has been

redefined by Le Corbusier in his Villa Savoye and carefully constructed by him.

She analyses the house as a disoriented object as well, since it does not

suggest no front, no back, no side, which shows close connections with the

peculiarities ofaxonometry.

It is clear that, in spite of these different opinions, the Cubist tradition and

its dynamics in abstract painting has been influential on the avant-garde

architecture. They questioned with the new concepts of cubism, the "space" and

attacked the traditional architectural representation especially single-point

perspective. The most obvious influence of cubism has been on the purist

tradition in France, shaped by Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (Le Corbusier) and

Amedee Ozenfant and constructivist tradition in Russia and De Stijl movement

in Holland.



4.2.1.2.Purist Tendencies and Architecture

In 1917, a manifesto has represented itself in Paris as a new approach in

plasticarts related with the emerging tendencies of De Stijl. They accepted the

pure and simple dominance of geometry in their design mentality. Their main

aimwas to go beyond the purely ornamental pleasures of abstract art, in order

tooffer an affective intellectual emotion.

"Purism has brought to light the Law of Mechanical Selection. This

establishes that objects tend toward a type that is determined by the evolution

of forms between the ideal of maximum utility, and the satisfaction of the

necessities of economical manufacture, which conform inevitably to the laws of

nature.This double play of laws has resulted in the creation of a certain number

of objects that may thus be called standardised .... Without prescribing any

theme, Purism has so far limited its choice to these objects." (Le Corbusier

quotedfrom Banham, 1992, p211).

This idea of standardisation has been reflected in the representation

techniques of Purist's, which was an important contribution to our theme of

discussion. They did not see the forms of representation unique instead the

concept represented as unique. This idea led them to the attacks on central

perspective and close relation to axonometry, which was seen as the rational

mode of representation in architectural drawing. They preferred to represent

objects in their paintings in a side elevation convention closely based on the

rules of engineering drawing, but with a form of pseudo-plan shown for the top

of the object. (Banham, 1992, p211)



This painting represents a programmatic avoidance from the canons of

erspective. It can be argued that it is fragments of a larger cavalier or bird's

yeperspective.

"The Purist element issued from the purification of standard forms is not a

opy, but a creation whose end is to materialise the object in all its generality

nd its invariability. Purist elements are thus comparable to words of carefully

lefined meaning; Purist syntax is the application of constructive and modular

neans; it is the application of the laws, which control pictorial space. A painting

5 a whole (unity); a painting is an artificial formation which, by appropiriate

neans, should lead to the objectification of an entire world" (Le Corbusier

~uotedfrom Reichlin, 1997, p197)

According to Reichlin their works suggests in the spatial representation a

Jresupposed viewer whose position is in the apex of the visual cone and whose

point of projection is infinity leading the cavalier perspective. (Reichlin, 1997,

p197)These assumptions are similar to the theories of Lambert in 18th century

onaxonometric projection.



Fig. 4.14 $tililife with red violin by Charles Eduard Jeanneret 1920 (Reichlin, B., 1997

p199)

Another contribution of Ozenfant and Jeanneret to the realm of

representation was their thought on the creation of virtual space in painting.

According to them; perspective means the creation of virtual space without the

ideaof composing the element in space. Purism on the other hand, uses the

sense of depth and the sense of space as a compositional element. Purism

usesthe volume as an eminently practical tool. Purism suggests depth, volume

and space certainly in a different way compared with central perspective.

(Reichlin, 1997, p199)

In the late works of Le Corbusier, what we observe is a transition from

singlefocus to polycentric compositions. He did not use the "fixed point" for the

viewer, instead he lead the viewer to different and contradictory spatial

arrangements with the help of ambiguous standpoints. He used the

superimposition of plan, section, elevation, shadow projection to emphasise the

idea of transparency in his paintings. He created simultaneous perception of

different spatial arrangements. (Reichlin, 1997, p201)

Fig .4.15 Still/ire with numerous objects, 1923, Char/es- Eduard Jeanneret (Reich/in,

B., 1997 p201)



The ideas in purist painting shaped by Le Corbusier and Ozenfant have

their direct relations to architectural conceptualisation. The representation of

objects in simple pure geometric forms, the superimposition of spatial

arrangements and the attacks to single observation point founds its relation with

architectural conceptualisation.

4.2.1.3. Russian Constructivism and Painterly-Sculptural Architectural

Synthesis

As it has been discussed in the section, "Abstract Art in the Early

Twentieth Century", the Suprematist approach of Kasimir Malevich and Vassily

Kandinsky was the very beginnings of a fully abstract expression. It has

differentiated from cubism in its subject matter, as well as with its puritan and

simplistic way of representation. Their reflection to architectural agenda both in

conceptual meaning and to drawing occurred with the help of a commission,

ZHIVSKULPTARKH at that time. This commission was established in 1919,

with the main goal to explore the latest developments in avant-garde art in

search of to achieve a synthetic spatial art form. The first foundations of this

idea extend to analytical cubism. From this commission firstly, Ladovsky and

Krinsky discovered new dynamic elements of form and space and announced

that architecture was the art of space. He stated that the material of architecture

is space instead of stone. They first analysed through the changing vision and

with the help of cubism new principles of abstract spatial form." They discovered

the use of interpenetrating plane as a device for creating a dynamic

multidimensional space in overlapping planes." (Senkevitch, 1983, p8D)

Malevich's compositions were in search of eliminating traces and non-

objective compositions through visually equilibrated solids and voids to achieve

deeper and powerful sense of pictorial space." In his planite drawings, the

intersecting and overlapping rectilinear elements heightened the sense of space

while virtually eliminating any evident links as such." (Senkevitch, 1983, p81)



Fig.4.16 Suprematist architectural drawing Kasimir Malevich (Senkevitch, A., 1983,
p81)

The most important studies in this synthetical approach in Soviet Russia

were EI Lissitzky's abstract representations on space. Unlike Malevich, he

preferred real three-dimensional elements for his spatial compositions. He

conveyed actual three-dimensional entities referring to architectonic qualities. EI

Lissitzky preferred axonometric projection for his Proun series, to prevent the

sophism brought by perspective view. (Lynton, 1982, p115)



These works of EI Lissitzky suggested experimental studies for the

architectonic elements, as three-dimensional representation experiments, in

search for new design strategies. (Uluoglu, 2000, p32). "His compositions

suggest a new backward, forward relation with the viewer and additional

possiblemovements in all directions. He suggests a dynamic concept of kinetic

formand space." (Senkevitch,1983, p81)

Uluoglu argues for Lissitzky's repreesentation technique as a painterly

representation, because of the incapable techniques of architectural drawing to

express his idea. His drawings are neither painting nor architectural drawings

but something in-between. In Proun the abstract thought represents objectivity

instead of personality, ideas instead of feelings and a design methodology.

(Uluoglu, 2000, p33)

Equally significant were the abstract compositions of Alexander

Rodchenko. He has inspired from Malevich and others but he evolved an

independent approach with creating a system of pictorial construction. In this

system he manipulated elements rather than using primary shapes. Although he

used the same shapes with Malevich, his compositions gave the impression of

being constructed instead of being composed. He suggested a new

understanding of pictorial space representation with manipulated shapes, lines,

interactions, and overlapping transparent planes. (Senkevitch, 1983, p81)



Ladovsky's approach included space and volume as the content of new

architecture. His designs consisted of truncated volumes, and space, complex

multi-layered geometries. His compositions recalled the German Expressionist

HermannFinsterlin's utopic and fantastic approaches.

Fig. 4.20 Experimental Project for the temple for the Congregation of Peoples by
Ladovsky(Senkevitch A., 1983, p82)

4.2.1.4.Neo-plasticism

The influence of Cubist abstract language with fragments of observed

realitycaused a revolution in sculpture, painting, graphic arts and architecture. It

take place in the architecture of Purism, eventually in the architecture of Le

Corbusier. This general development has been repeated in Germany and

Russia, with its simplified forms and with a context of machine-age in the late

1910's and late 1920's. This foundation has led to a mature period in Holland

with the leadership of Mondrian and Van Doesburg with an abstract and

rectangular vocabulary.

By 1918-1920 Mondrian's and Van Doesburg's paintings had become

compositions of black, white and primary colours with simple rectangular

geometries, which provide easy translation opportunities into the elements of

architecture, where floors, walls, windows might have analogous formal

character to the elements in paintings.

In visual terms the De Stijl group shared the same idea with its

contemporaries" the absolute abstraction", that is the complete elimination of

any reference to objects in nature. They limited their visual expression to the

straight line and angle, to the horizontal and vertical, to the primary colours, red,

yellow, and blue. They were in search of universal values through the absolute



arts in the final analysis have the same problem to solve, whether on their own

or together." (Van Doesburg quoted from Doig, 1986, p5)

Theo van Doesburg and Cornel is van Eesteren applied their thoughts on

space and painting to architecture, which relates its reflections both in plan and

three-dimensional axonometric projection. The plan drawing and axonometric

drawing of Maison d'Artiste emphasise the main ideas of colour planes and

horizontal vertical emphasis on the planar composition.

Fig. 4.22 Cornelis van Eesteren Axonometric of the Maison d'Artiste 1923 (Doig, A.,
1986 p159)

Fig. 4.23 Cornelis van Eesteren Plan of the Maison d'Artiste 1923 (Doig, A., 1986

p159)

The most excelled example for the relation of architecture and painting in

conceptual and formal means in De Stijl movement was Schroder House by

Gerritt Rietveld in 1923. Van Doesburg's spatial diagrams were realised directly

in architecture with the intersection of planar walls in horizontal and vertical

axis. There exists no single symmetrical arrangement of elements instead an

asymmetrical relationship as suggested in Mondrian's and Van Doesburg's

paintings. Its plan drawing suggests also a new understanding compared with



its contemporaries: an open plan, suggesting voids and volumes of space

integrated as the active components of the composition. (Curtis,1996, p157).

Schroder house is a form of representation of the avant-garde idea behind

it. It does not include any fixed elements except for the core and the fragmented

walls. On the ground floor the plan is divided into some rooms for sleeping but

the second floor resembles the open plan understanding of modern movement.

Schroder House truly became the liberated new space made possible by

technology. (Betsky, 1990, p 22).

According to Zevi, De Stijl theory consisted of decomposing the box

through breaking up it into panels. The space became fluid and flow in a moving



continuity. The static quality of classicism has been replaced by the dynamic

approach of De Stijl. (Zevi, 1994, p 31). Although the conceptualisation of De

Stijl includes many revolutions its plan drawing does not reflects the idea

behind, eventually in the case of Schroder house. In my opinion the best

drawing that represents the ideas of De Stijl is Mies' German Pavillion drawings

for the Barcelona exhibition in 1929.

Both Wright and Corbusier argued that a good plan is a beginning and at

the same time an end. It is a concept of the creative mind, showing similarities

with a mathematical projection before the fact. It is a foreseeing before the

building was emerged. (Wright, 1928, p49). Corbusier added these ideas that a

plan drawing is the most important and difficult abstraction, which leads the

designer into a variant creative mind. (Corbusier, 1999, p77) In this sense the

plan of Barcelona Pavilion shows the conceptual approach behind in an

expressive way.

4.2.2. Revolutionary Education System: Bauhaus and VKHUTEMAS

"The Bauhaus and VKHUTEMAS were the twin centres of radical

innovation in artistic education during the 1920s... their subject was very

complex and they shaped the artistic tradition in Weimar Republic and Soviet

Russia." (Lodder, 1993, p29).

Parallel to the developments in the avant-garde art in Europe and Russia

the art education has changed into a revolutionary system. Bauhaus was

founded in 1919 with the premises of Gropius based on the ideals of Arbeitsrat



fOr Kunst "to create a theoretical base for a conscious and responsible artistic

tradition, combined with craftsmanship." (Saint, 1983, p120)

Similar to the thoughts of Arbeitsrat fOr Kunst Gropius drew the profile of

the new artist as a craftsman, which led him to the postulate of "learning by

doing". He invited 'architects, painter and sculptors to turn to the crafts. "Let us

create a new guild of craftsmen, without the class distinctions which raise an

arrogant barrier between craftsman and artist. Together let us conceive and

create the new building of future, which will embrace architecture and sculpture

and painting in one unity and which will rise one day toward heaven from the

hands of million workers." (Gropius, 1984, p19)

Students in Bauhaus worked in a mediaeval guild system and expected to

learn the crafts, Formlehre (Study of form), composition of colour and texture

and expression with the guidance of painters such as Klee, Kandinsky,

Schlemmer. But their system's revolution comes from the Vorkurs (foundation

course), by Johannes Itten. His course suggested cleaning up the student's

mind from the cliches of European academic tradition and making a clear and

new beginning through experimentation with natural materials and abstract

forms.

" The course is intended to liberate the student's creative power, to give

him an understanding of Nature materials, and to acquaint him with the basic

principles which underlie all creative activity in the visual arts .." (ltten quoted

from Banham, 1992, p 278)

The formative years of Bauhaus shared the same ideas with De Stijl

theory in art and architecture. They continued the space understanding of De

Stijl, its simplified geometries and planar arrangements in visual arts and

architecture. Their representation technique especially in graphic arts was also

similar to De Stijl's paintings. Architectural ideas were drawn usually in

axonometric view. Although Gropius has argued in his own words to educate

architects both in crafts and in drafting professionally their main course has

been the Vorkurs by Itten and later by Moholy Nagy and the search for a new

drawing system has become a secondary question.



Fig. 4.28 A student work for a Advertising studio by Eugen Blatz (Droste, M., Bauhaus

archieve, p218)

The graphic works of Bauhaus resemble the painting of Van Doesburg

and Mondrian both in their colour selection and in the usage of simplified purist

geometries. Adolf Behne, who was in close relation with Van Doesburg, has

brought the direct influence of De Stijl. " Behne discovered not only De Stijl butt

within it another perspective on the relationship of cubism to architecture. He

had speculated on the implications for architecture of ideas initiated in cubist

painting, which De Stijl group sought to extend." (Mertins, 1997, p 228).

Additionally; Bauhaus interest in geometric design process was not only a

result of their interpretation of cubism as a geometric art but also an

appreciation to Wright architecture similar to De Stijl case. This influence

observed by Bauhaus ideology was "a first run at a new synthesis of form, a



new unhistorical classicism and the greatest promise for the future architecture.

(Mertins, 1997, p230). The interest of Bauhaus in Wright and De Stijl can also

be observed from their drawing techniques generally in axonometric and plan

drawings.

Fig. 4.31 Perspective drawing of Kaufmann House (Fraser, I., Henmi, R., 1994 p68)

The mature works of Bauhaus in representing their conceptual approach

was its third phase under the guidance of Mies van der Rohe. The architectural



drawing became in this period a refined expressive tool during his design

studio. If these drawings compared with its contemporary drawing especially

with Beaux-Arts' drawings the abstraction level and its simplicity and puritan

expression would be observed more clearly.
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Fig. 4.32 Plan of an atrium house by Gunther Conrad (Droste, M., Bauhaus archieve,

p215)

Fig. 4.33 Perspective of an atrium house by Gunther Conrad (Droste, Mo, Bauhaus

archieve, p215)

Fig. 4.34 Plan for a Interior in Junkers-Siedlung by Jacob Hess (Droste, Mo, Bauhaus

archieve, p217)



A similar education system to Bauhaus was the VKHUTEMAS, Higher

Artistic- Technical Studios in Moscow. Unlike Bauhaus they did not offer a

medieval guild system for their students, they offer a personal and complete

freedom for their students in artistic studios so the students shaped their

education and their own individuality. Basically; according to Lodder and

Senkevitch their similarity originates from their basic design courses founded on

the "compositional beginning" to provide a general artistic, practical and

theoretical knowledge for their students. (Lodder, 1993, p 30 Senkevitch)

Their drawing understanding differentiated from the drawings of both De

Stijl and Bauhaus because the ideas and concepts expressed in the design

studio were not directly related with the cubist tradition. They mostly studied the



constructive rhythm, in artistic and in mechanical expression. Unlike Bauhaus

they used the architectural drawings to express their ideas in more dramatic

way.

Fig. 4.37 First year exercise in manifesting Dynamics, Rhythm and Proprotion by

Silchenko and Glushchenko (Senkevitch, A., 1983, p96)

Their approach was not only for the expression of the idea in a mechanical

way but also to attract the observer's attention and intuitive feeling in an

energetic way. The constructive tendencies of Russian Avant-garde could be

observed in the works of students. They expressed the constructive properties

of this emerging architecture combining with the concepts such as rh~thm,

weight, and equilibrium through their mechanical drawings. (Senkevitch, 1983,

p102).

Fig. 4.38 Second- year exercise in manifesting mechanical properties of form (mass

and equilibrium) (Senkevitch, A., 1983, p103)



Fig. 4.39 Second year exercise in manifesting space by Volodko (Senkevitch, A., 1983,

p106)

Another important contribution in Soviet Russia to the graphic language of

architecture was the" aristographia". It was a term Chernikhov devised with the

Greek word aristo, meaning the very best, to signify the art of creating the

beautiful graphic image. In this education methodology, the role of the concept

of abstract has played an important role and it has elaborated the elements of

constructive suprematism with the tension between forms and colours, which

was named as suprematika. (Cooke, 1991, p25)

"The basic principle that must be established if the aims I outline here are

to be achieved, is the planar and volumetric solutions are created by

'construction '. By constuction we understand a combination of surfaces and

volumes in which one part of the body or surface is rationally, compactly and



coherently fitted to another. First we set up exercises in 'constructive solution of

planes on a plane', then in 'constructive solution of planes in space'''.

(Chernikhov quoted from Cooke, 1991, p27)



Fig. 4.43 Example for a complex and dynamic architectural forms" A combination of

curved bodies fantasy no 5 (Cooke, C., 1991, p1)

"Experimetika" was another term and method derived by Chernikov from

the French verb exprimer, to explain. This method was developed to draw

engineering and technical drawings. Chernikhov believed in that through these

geometrical drawings the graphic discipline and the graphic logic of construction

could be learned. (Cooke, 1991, p35)
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4.2.3. Tendency Towards Rationality in Architectural Representation

Before Modernity and After

If the history of architectural representation has been ana lysed in detail the

period between Renaissance and 20th century's avant-garde it can be

summarised with two main transformations. The former transformation was from

the perspectival representation and pictorial organisation into less symbolic

perspectives of 1th and 18th centuries and with the emergence of rational

thought descriptive geometry in science. The secondary transformation was into

axonometric projection of 19th and 20th centuries. It can be approximated that

the architects between these periods especially in 1th and in 18th centuries,

such as Michelangelo, Guarini, Piranesi, questioned the relationship between

architecture and perspective. They sought for other means of representation.

The 1th century witnessed the excelled usage of projection methods in the

architectural representation. For instance Guarini has suggested a

mathematical method for projection in 1th century, which we have analysed in

the first chapter for his famous dome in Santissima.

Fig. 4.46 Photograph for the dome of Santissima (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L.,
1997, p69)



The most drastic change in the theories of perspective was Girard

Desargues' theory. He disregarded the spiritual symbolism of perspective and

sought to establish a general geometric science for the basis of perspective

drawing, steoretomy (stone cutting), and for solar clocks. (Perez-Gomez and

Pelletier, 1997, p69). His theory has replaced the idea, that the point of

convergence at the infinity with an abstract observer, whose position in space

could be geometrically projected to infinity. He emphasised that there was no

difference between drawing plan and perspective, as long as scale of real

dimensions projected to infinity was used. (Perez-Gomez, 1983, p100).

Throughout the eighteenth century, geometry became obsolete as a

scientific discipline. The last decades of eighteenth century has also witnessed

the appearance of a mathematical discipline, in which Euclidian geometry has

been functionalised, through algebraic analysis. This was Gaspard Monge's



Geometrie Descriptive (1795). Descriptive geometry was the first to provide a

truly and scientific system, which could be applied to all fields of arts and crafts,

since it was constituted "a complete theory of operations through lines, planes,

and surfaces in space". It has become a tool for reducing the three dimensional

objects into "two-dimensional space". According to Monge everyone should

know the theory and applications of descriptive geometry, since it should effect

the exact representation. He suggested that through drawings in two

dimensions; three-dimensional objects define themselves. From this point of

view, descriptive geometry becomes a necessary language to express the

scientific and exact description of bodies. ( Perez-Gomez, 1983, p280).

Fig. 4.50 The orthogonal planes and quadrants of modern descriptive geometry

(Perez-Gomez, A., 1983, p281)

Descriptive geometry became a strong basis for all modern architectural

endeavours, from artistic drawings of Ecole des Beaux-arts to the functiona',

projects of Bauhaus.

Other important contribution in the process of rationalism was Durand's

treatises on design methodology and architectural drawing, He shared the same

ideas with Boullee and Ledoux, which will be the bases of modern archtitecture

later. Durand's theory founded on the logical structure categorised as stability,

durability, beauty and convenience integrated with minimum and economical

efforts. His ideas on architectural drawing were similar to these basic concepts,

He thought that drawing the natural language of architecture. He elaborated the

descriptive geometry of Monge to simplify the expression of architectural ideas

and to make the relation between the projects and the buildings. Plan, section



and elevation were considered the only drawings necessary for communicating

the complete idea of a building. (Perez-Gomez, 1983, p308).

Fig. 4.51 Durand's geometrical method for the composition of plans (Perez-Gomez, A.,
1983,p306)

Fig.4.52 Combination of vertical elements for the composition of facades, Durand

(Perez-Gomez,A., 1983, p307)

With the ideas of Durand; the architectural drawing has become no more

and less than representing a building, the figure in architectural drawing was no

longer a symbol of the building, but its mechanical reduction to the plane.

Durand's contemporaries; Boullee and Ledoux, have different ideas on

architectural drawing. Although they did not build their visionary and utopic

architectural drawings have been an inspiration for the modern architects.

Unlike Durand's sharp precise black-inked drawings they preferred a painterly

approach in their designs. Their drawings were outlined and brushed with



preCISion and elegance, they mostly represent imaginary buildings with

geometric simplicity and colossal proportions. (de Menil, 1968, p11)
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The architects of twentieth century have a strong rational and

geometricised background from 1ih and 18th centuries. They questioned the

relation of perspective and searched rational, simple and geometric means of

representation. Perspective became simply a geometric expression. With the

help of descriptive geometry and mathematics many perspective theorems have



been studied, one of which led to axonometry. This was also an important

breakage in the history of architecture, which opened up the visions of

abstraction.

Fig. 4.56 Pozzo's drawing method suggesting a correspondance among plan, section
and elevation (Perez-Gomez,A, Pelletier, L., 1997 p201)

Fig. 4.57 Pozzo's diagram for a drawing of a dome (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L.,
1997 p198)

Fig. 4.58 Ferdinanda Galli perspective drawing (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997
p206)



4.3. The Rebirth ofAxonometry as an Expressive Graphic Medium for

Avant-Garde Architecture

Although during the Avant-garde movement every settled conventional

concepts of architecture has been questioned, the architectural drawing has not

been interrogated. In painting important attacks were made by Cubist, Futurists,

Suprematists, and Constructivists to destroy the conventions of perspective, the

architectural drawing has continued according to established rules in 16th

century in Renaissance. "Whereas, in architecture, various other reminders of

past practice were under attack - ornament, Art, stone, etc.- no such campaign

was mounted against orthographic projection, which remained the inviolate

medium of architectural thinking." (Evans, 1989, p33)

The important feature of avant-garde representation could be

approximated as the excelled use ofaxonometry. Although it has been a

method used for two thousand years; the beginnings of twentieth century has

witnessed its metamorphosis from only being a drawing typology into a

representative of the abstract idea behind. It has gained a symbolic value

through the avant-garde; since it was the most suitable method of expression

for their ideology and emerging architecture.

It has been preferred not only because of its ease of construction and

measurability; but also because of its ambiguous character, which overlaps with

the idea of abstraction of the avant-garde. Axonometry is "abstract" compared

with perspective, since it does not offer the image as the reflection of the real

world. The idea of fragmentation, introduced with cubist tradition to the realm of

art and architecture precisely coincides with axonometric projection. The

fragmented parts of the emerging architecture with planes, vertical and

horizontal elements have been represented in axonometry in an expressive

way. The emerging architecture suggests no direction as mentioned before.

Perspective of course imposes a direction towards the infinity through the point

of convergence. Axonometric projection on the other hand does not suggest

directionalty. It includes no side, front and back, left and right similar to the

avant-garde architecture.

The ambiguous character ofaxonometry originated from its object-oriented

attitude. Having no definite standpoint supports also this idea. The drawn image

is open to multi-reading by the observer. This ambiguity also overlaps with the



avant-garde art. The fragmented, floating image suggests also a new kind of

architectural space., which was also a reason for the preference ofaxonometry

by avant-gardes.

It can be argued that, axonometry has been reinterpreted by avant-gardes

and it has begun to be used in a new and revolutionary understanding, which

suggests abstraction, ambiguity, multi-reading, object orientation, fragmentation

of the object and floating space understanding. The architects of 20th century

have not discovered new means of representation like their colleges in

Renaissance. They have a rich heritage of architectural drawing, which has

become a rational means for communication at the end of 19th century, but they

strongly suggested the appropriateness of the drawing to the concept behind.

As Marchel Duchamp argued, the tool of representation could be reproduced

but the original concept could not. The beginnings of 20th century have

witnessed the rebirth ofaxonometry as the symbolic language of the emerging

architecture.

4.3.1. Axonometry in Historical Context

A historical reconstruction of parallel (orthographic) projection will prove

that it was an alternating representation technique in the past two thousand

years. Even in perspective oriented Renaissance the parallel projection has

been preferred as an objective means for representation. The usage of parailiel

projection can be found in representations on classical Greek vases, on

frescoes of Pompei, and also in Italian Renaissance. But its most important

uses and influences precisely coincide with the historical avant-garde. (Scolari,

1985, p73)



In the history of architectural representation we can appreciate that the

architects from the Renaissance to 18th century has questioned the relation of

perspective to architecture and sought other means of meaningful

representation. From 1ih century onwards, the objectified forms of

representation went one step further, architects sought the new relation of

architectural representation to projective mathematics. The most important from

these studies were Girard Desargues's studies on the relation of world's

appearances with the mathematical truths of modern science as mentioned

before.

Parallel projection appeared in the history of Western representation as

early as the fourth century BC. We have already the information on the usage of

parallel projection in China but its effective use was coinciding mostly with the

military purposes. In Renaissance it has been preferred not because of its ease

to draw, but its appropriateness for the drawing of the whole object. For

instance Leonardo da Vinci has preferred it to straighten the conical nature of

perspective and to represent the actual space of the object rather than the

object in space. (Scolari, 1985, p74) In the Renaissance tradition the parallel

projection has been used for the representation of fortifications and geometric

bodies. Orthographic projection in this context, in map-making, in military

architecture or in the representation for the geometric bodies was concerned

with representing the wholeness of the object.

Fig. 4.60 Irregular solid by Piero delia Francesca (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997

p251 )



Fig. 4.61 Geometric volume drawn as a hollow body by Luca Pacioli (Perez-Gomez,

A., Pelletier, L., 1997 p250)

Fig. 4.62 Geometric fortifications from Perret (Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997

p246)

The parallel projection has been preferred in military architecture, since it

offers a meticulous precision. It became a vital tool for defensive purposes. It

has been preferred against perspective to avoid the disadvantages of

foreshortening and since foreshortening removes too much from the planning

process. (Scolari, 1985, p74)
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The sixteenth century's use of parallel projection was especially for more

practical purposes. Although they did not involve the theory of infinity, which

was developed by Desargues and Lambert, the combination of foreshortened

perspective and frontal parallel projection for the representation of architectural

ideas can be observed. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p263)

Fig. 4.64 A fortified residence represented in three views (Perez-Gomez, A, Pelletier,

L., 1997 p263)



As discussed before, the 1th century representation approach has been

shaped with the geometricised and rationalised ideas after Desargues. Before

him most of the parallel projections were frontal projections. 1th century

attempted to develop a particular kind of projection, combining a general view of

the precision of measurable drawing. Axonometry, in which angles in plan

remains the same unlike isometry began to appear at that time in works of

fortification and architectural representation. Since axonometric projection is

generated from the plan and the dimensions of the plan did not distort in this

drawing, it became a preferable drawing type at the turn of the century.

Fig. 4.66 Comparison of an axonometric and frontal perspective of a house (Perez-

Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997, p273)

In 18th century, Lambert distinguished in his book, Die Freye Perspektive

(the Free Perspective), the two different methods of representation, later he

described as perspective and parallel projection. The first one, he says, "is

concerned with drawing an object as it is represented to the eye, placed at a

certain height and a certain distance; the other teaches us how to trace its

truthful figure in geometric plan. The latter uses the relationships that really

exists between all the parts of the object, while the former borrows its rules from

the phenomena of vision, determined by optics, and is interested only in

appearance." (Lambert, quoted from Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p196).

He developed a common central perspective which he called soldier

perspective (perspective cavaliere) in which the viewpoint has been moved

away to an infinite distance, causing the parallel lines to be represented parallel.



However, the truthfulness of parallel projection did not make it a more

desirable form of representation. Axonometry became a preferred tool after

Durand and his ideas on architectural drawing, which includes precise

measurement and rational design mentality, which will be a base for the avant-

garde architects such as EI Lissitsky and van Doesburg. "Most of the individuals

who constituted the background of the avant-garde have agreed with Durand

that rational analysis of the problem should serve as the basis of design, and

they favoured simplified geometries and straightforward, often schematic

drawings and layouts." (Bruegman, 1989, p142) Axonometry extended the

previous visions of isometric and aerial perspective a step further into precise

objectification and become an effective means for representation and powerful

means of control, co-ordination and communication.

Fig. 4.67 Durand's use of perspective showing the volumetric result of compositions

(Perez-Gomez, A., Pelletier, L., 1997, p300)

From 19th onwards the use ofaxonometric projection was combined with

descriptive geometry of Monge. According to Perez-Gomez and Pelletier; the

origins of isometry may be traced back to the desire for precision emerged after

the Renaissance but the axonometry was directly related with the abstract

thought of 19th and 20th centuries. They suggest that, axonometric projection is

a synthetic reflection of descriptive geometry and its main contribution was the

homogenised space. Unlike isometry, axonometry have modern constructive

character, usually generated from the plan, which is the modern base of

architectural form. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p313).

Axonometric projection was first thought in enginnering schools in the 19th

century, for its necessity as a technical tool. (Pugh, 1987, p32). The abstract



use ofaxonometry has been realised through the works of Auguste Choisy.The

descriptive geometry led him to abstract and ambiguous drawings and to

objectified buildings with homogeneous, infinite space. He preferred

axonometric projection because of its clarity in the representation of three-

dimensionality. Axonometry, addressing an abstract observer, presented a

freedom with the clear and objective representation of the volumes. (Perez-

Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p316). Choisy's drawings have opened up·a new

modern understanding of representation of three dimension and depth, with

their constructive character. They were very influential for the beginnings of

twentieth century especially on Le Corbusier, van Doesburg and, EI Lissitsky.

Fig. 4.68 An axonometric representation from Auguste Choisy (Perez-Gomez, A,

Pelletier, L., 1997 p313)

4.3.2. Axonometry and the Avant-garde

"Architecture is judged by eyes that see, by the head that turns, and the

legs that walk. Architecture is not synchronic phenomenon but a successive

one, made up of pictures adding themselves one to the other, following each

other in time and space, like music. This is important, indeed it is capital and

decisive: the star-shapes of the Renaissance gave an eclectic architecture,

intellectualised, a spectacle seen only in fragment of intention ... The cone of

vision is in front, concentrated upon a concrete field which is, in reality, a limited

one, and limited still more by the mind ..." (Le Corbusier, quoted from Perez-

Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p317).



The changing features ofaxonometry from being an instrument because

of its precision into a representative of an abstract idea, from the drawings of

military projects, fortifications, map-making and geometric solids, into

architectural representations has been in turn of nineteenth century. The

hermetic (drawing by architect for the architects) character ofaxonometry made

it a symbolic form of representation at the start of twentieth century.

Axonometry today serves also as an effective tool for most of the

architects. Although its roots are directly related with modernity, it should be

remembered that, it was a derivative of perspective theories by Desargues and

Lambert in 1ih and in 18th centuries.

What avant-gardes introduced into the realm of architecture, was the

modern understanding and representation of space, which has born with the

stimulus of descriptive geometry. Monge's descriptive geometry has defined a

mathematical space and realised the two dimensional representation of this

space without perspective drawing. This point was for avant-garde a vantage

point, leading them to rediscover and interpret axonometry and produce new

concepts for the emerging architecture from the abstract character of it.

Axonometry was first made popular by Auguste Choisy but its modern

revival can be dated precisely with the De Stijl exhibition in Paris in 1923.

(Drexler, 1976, p19). The drawings of van Doesburg and van Eesteren in this

exhibition caused a general influence, especially in Bauhaus. Before this

exhibition the influential use ofaxonometry was by EI Lissitzky in his Proun

works. (Bois, 1981, p42).



The power ofaxonometry has been juxtaposed with the functional,

constructive and expressive concerns. As Theo van Doesburg pointed out,

because "the new architecture has no form and it recognises no fundamental or

immutable types and it does not distinguish front from back, left from right and if

possible, neither up from down ... axonometry is the method most appropriate

for designing new spatial architecture." (Van Doesburg, quoted from Perez-

Gomez and Pelletier, 1997, p318).

Van Doesburg's diagrams for private houses and Mondrian's drawings for

interior spaces exemplify the relation of space to architectural represenattion as

discussed in the section of Neo- Plasticism.

EI Lissitzky articulated the potentials of new space concept in art and

architecture. He searched the relation of mathematics to arts. For him the space

of the plane in suprematist painting is the infinite space with the expansion

forward into the depth. He discovered the close relation of modern axonometry

with the homogeneous infinite space.



Le Corbusier has also perceived the space ofaxonometry as the

homogenous and transparent space of modernity. As mentioned before he has

been influenced from the abstract axonometric drawings of Choisy and he

analysed them. He argued the appropriateness ofaxonometry with the

objectified space. His drawings for a project for houses composed of standard

parts suggest a structural expression, without any landscape. (Pierce, 1967,

p48)

Fig. 4.72 Le Corbusier, axonometric drawing of Maison Cook (Perez-Gomez, A.,

Pelletier, L., 1997, p345)



Fig. 4.73 Le Corbusier, axonometric drawing of Ronchamp (Perez-Gomez, A.,

Pelletier, L., 1997 p347)
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" The modern artists celebrated the perceptive ambiguity ofaxonometry;

thus Lissitzky's conGern for the virtual expandability ofaxonometric vanishing

lines into the foreground as well into depth. The axonometric image is

reversible; it tears free of the ground (Malevitch's term), facilitating aerial views.

Lissitzky emphasised this reversibility ... Malevitch was the first Western painter,

however, who recognised axonometric space is atopicai and polymorphous- it is

abstract." (Bois, 1981, p57)

The architects of modernity concerned with this reversibility. They aimed to

destroy the dominance of the facade, depicting their buildings sometimes from



above, sometimes from below, and using the space as foreground or

background.

Alberto Sartoris points out on the possibility character of the axonometry.

"Movements are no longer fixed but exchangeable so that solid body is

transformed to an open space, and open space in turn into a solid body. The

masses, which seemed to be moving in one direction a moment ago, are now

turning to the opposite or a completely new direction ... Consequently, we can

no longer keep a single eye-point but require several different eye-points in

order to maintain freedom of vision." (Sartoris, quoted from Bois, 1981, p57)

4.4. Other Architectural Drawings in Avant-garde

Heinrich Klotz defines the avant-garde movement as an innovative

movement at the beginning of the twentieth century, including much diversity in

itself. (Klotz, 1989, p26). Avant-garde idea covers many different

understandings and thoughts with a base of 'abstraction'. The beginnings of

modernism could not be marked in a single uniform style. To generalise

modernism as one single approach would be a reduction. The avant-garde idea

was a pluralistic idea.

Similar to this understanding for the avant-garde architecture; the drawing

approach in avant-garde can not be reduced to one single type of drawing,

which is axonometry. It has become the most preferable and appropriate

system for the expression of the modern architecture, but the avant-gardes

have also used some other means of representation.



The most important one from this type of representation was the sketch.

The modern era also witness to the widely use of study drawings. The use of

study drawings finds its roots in the notebooks of Villard de Honnecourt in late

Gothic period as we discussed in the second chapter. They have become

influential mean of representation during Renaissance for the analytical studies

of ancient ruins. The sketch has protected its analytical character in avant-

garde, but it has also become a symbolic drawing type against the

standardised, mass-produced, and depersonalised axonometric drawings, to

express the artist's individuality. It can be argued that, similar to the method of

the metamorphosis and reinterpretation ofaxonometric projection, the sketch

has been questioned and reinterpreted by avant-garde architects.

The other theme of this discussion will be the changing use of perspective

in avant-garde movement, after the reduction of perspective into geometric

expression with the Enlightenment. Avant-garde architects have preferred to

use the perspective drawing to express again an abstract three-dimensionality,

unlike the painterly approach of their Renaissance colleges.

4.4.1. The Sketch in Avant-garde

"Architectural designers use study drawings with an unconscIous skill

derived partly from training, partly from the special properties of the medium

and partly from the nature of perception and cognition. Study drawings are

commonly taken for granted in current practice because they seem so informal

easily made and easily discarded .... The origin, nature, and methods of

obtaining knowledge in architectural design can be explained largely in terms of

properties and working processes of the study drawings in which design

problems are formulated." (Herbert, 1988, p37)

Study drawings symbolises a birth in architectural design process or they

are rapid representations of the architectural idea. As Reichlin suggests "Le

Corbusier's rapid perspective sketches are eloquent expression of the ways his

interiors are to be grasped. To the perspective Guckkasten- to the laboured,

static vision- Le Corbusier opposes summary photograms that reveal rooms as

one moves through them in sequence, even as they show interactions of

volumes and evolution of space ....



He exploits here the cinematic possibilities on the paper; perspectives

extended to the point of taking in an entire route. They presuppose movable

points of view, cavalier perspective, and rapid zoom shots, from panoramic view

to close-up of plan." (Reichlin, 1997, p203).

In his early sketches, Corbusier analysed the subject matter of painting

with study drawings. He used this type of drawing to record and interprets the

conceptual approach unlike his sequential sketches Villa Stein. (Baker, 1989,

p19)



In the sketchbooks of Mies and Corbusier, it can be observed that, without

trying to make a pretty picture, rapid sketches were drawn to remember and

assimilate the idea. (Wogenscky, 1981, Drexler, 1986). Le Corbusier suggests

not to take photographs." Photography interferes with seeing, drawing etches to

the mind." (Corbusier quoted from Wogenscky, 1981).



4.4.2. Perspective Drawing in Avant-garde

The perspective drawings of avant-garde differ from the Renaissance

perspectives. They also became the representatives of an abstract and utopic

ideas. This observation can be analysed from the drawings of Futurists and

Constructicvists. Their uses of monumentality through the distance chosen for

the standpoint, the sharp angle and near view make the perspective drawings

differ from the Renaissance's painterly representation.

Avant-garde preferred to represent the objects in their drawings. As in

axonometric drawings; the object-orientation can be observed also from the

perspective drawings. The perspective views are also without a human scale in

general. Their dramatic usage supports the idea of monumentality.

They tried to represent the dynamism through two-point perspective. They

did not preferred the painter point of view and the angle of the pictorial

representation instead they preferred the usage of perspective only as a

geometrical abstraction appropriate to the rational tradition set after Durand.

This type of perspectives usually refers to the utopic projects of Futurists

Constructivists and architects such as Hermann Finsterlin and Ludwig

Hilberseimer. They distorted the level of eye to represent the objects and

abstract monumentality. Some drawings of Hilberseimer seems like a fragment

of a cavalier perspective, because of the topmost level of the eye.

The drawings of Sant' Elia and EI Lissitzky's WolkenbOgel, as examples of

abstract monumentality, referredto the objects drawn and represented objects in

space similar to axonometric drawings, unlike pictorial representation of space

in objects.

If we summarise the use of perspective in avant-garde movement; it can

be argued that, it was a continuity of a tradition shaped by Monge's descriptive

geometry, Desargues' and Lambert'S theories and Durand's ideas on drawing.

The perspective view has also been questioned and tried to overlap with the

ideas of avant-garde through the distortion of painterly point of view.

As in the case of sketch and axonometry; perspective view has become an

abstract geometric representation technique to symbolise the general concept

behind.



Fig. 4.81 Antonio Sant' Elia Station Project for airplanes and trains, 1914 (Meyer, E.,
1995, p126)





This study has presented a critical and detailed look on the

transformations in architectural drawing as a language of thought. As we have

suggested the history of architectural drawing founded on the significant

heritage of Gothic and scholasticism. But the analytical approach in

architectural drawing is an outcome of Renaissance thought. After which the

important transformations can be observed.

In the history of architecture; there are. two eminent periods; with their

approaches to architectural drawing. These periods; namely Renaissance and

Avant-garde, include the most important transformations in their nature. During

the former the invention and settlement of drawing conventions has emerged

and come to our day. The modern understanding of architectural drawing, which

we still have today, has been invented in Renaissance. Today, we still use the

orthographic triad of Renaissance, the projection methods and scientific linear

perspective as the most powerful tools of architectural language. During the

latter, on the other hand, the ways to relate the conceptual approach of

architecture to its forms of representation has been examined. So this period

excelled as a first step in the history of architectural drawing, which questioned

the appropriateness of the representation technique with the concept behind.

Therefore, to juxtapose the two main periods from the point of architectural

drawing has brought a detailed analysis of the significant questions set at the

beginning. Additionally as in Renaissance period, the true representation of

space and three-dimensionality through the scientific innovations has been

investigated. Likewise, the space understanding and the spatial representation

of Avant-garde have also been questioned.

To bring these two periods together was important for the evaluation of an

understanding of architectural drawing in detail in this study. The avant-garde

approach could not emerge without the heritage of Renaissance idea. The

curiosity of Renaissance has brought the settled conventions and concepts in

architectural drawing and Avant-garde added them the reinterpretation of this

tradition with modernist approaches.



The conclusion chapter will continue in a three-stepped synthesis. The first

one from these steps will be a comparative analysis of two periods. The second

step will be again a comparative analysis between excelled and symbolic forms

of representation as special case for these periods; perspective and

axonometry and finally, a general approach to architectural drawing derived

from this study, which finds its roots in Renaissance approach and in Avant-

garde period.

• An era of great discoveries, new •

inventions, individualism,

humanism and Enlightenment.

• Artist and intellectual sought the •

ways of freedom from religious

dogmas.

• Tendency towards antiquity, in •

science, art and philosophy,

analysis of the questions of

Antiquity.

• Art as a tool for transformations •

in the social status of the artist,

art as a medium for the

reflections of scientific

innovations, science and art

developed parallel.

• The main question of art was the •

true representation of the world

and realistic resemblance of

nature.

• The beauty has defined with the •
~

harmony based on the

An era of industrialisation,

mechanisation, mass production

with the anxieties of metropolitan

life and industrial city.

Artists and intellectuals sought the

ways to solve the problems,

brought by the industrialisation.

Tendency towards the future and

improvement, destruction of

established rules of the past,

dynamism of modern society.

Art as a liberating, unifying tool for

the utopic vision of the society, a

revolutionary approach for the

responsibilities of art, overlapping

with the problems of the society.

The main question of art was how

to destroy the realistic

representation and to replace

realism with "abstraction".

Destruction of the shibboleths of

the harmonious beauty



Artist as a unifying person; 0

interested ' in science,

philosophy, anatomy, and with

different branches of art.

Renaissance's character shaped •

by inventions and curiosity has

been reflected to the realm of

architectural drawing, the

conventions of drawing has been

invented and established in

With the help of architectural •

drawing, architecture has

become a liberal art and the

architect has been seen as an

artist.

Both in art and architecture, the •

artist has interested in the

external appearances of objects;

their main aim was to represent

the image observed by eye.

The analytical studies of •

Renaissance on the ancient

ruins led to invention of a new

drawing system; the section.

understanding. Replacement of

this idea with the innovative,

"new", and "abstract".

Artist interested with society and

politics. A close relation among

different branches of art. A fertile

intellectual atmosphere for the

conceptual approach of the era.

Avant-garde did not invent new

forms of representation, they

preferred to use the settled

conventions of Renaissance

heritage. What they brought to the

realm of architectural drawing was

their efforts to relate the concept

and the mode of representation.

With the help of rational and

objectified architectural drawing

heritage of 19th century, architect

has become a demi-urge, with the

notion that architect should be

interested in the social problems

of the society, he became a

messiah figure.

The dominant interest of artists

and architects was exactly

opposite. They abandoned the

imitation of natural appearance.

The excelled understanding of

relating concept and drawing led

to interpretation of existing

conventions.



• Three-dimensional •

representation of Renaissance

has searched to establish the

image observed by the eye to a

scientific and mathematical

base.

• The ichnographic city plans •

replaced the image observed by

eye with the images grasped by

mind and founded three-

dimensional abstract idea.

• The representation of space and •

three-dimensionality was the

main questions of both painter

and architects. As a result three-

dimensional representation was

an outgrowth of both painting

and architecture.

• A painterly point of view has •

been established in the

representation of space.

• Although pictorial representation •

gained importance in

Renaissance, there was

avoidance in the use of

perspective in architectural

representation, since it could

create an illusion. This division

was a continuity of Alberti and

Brunelleschi's ideas on

architectural drawing.

The three dimensional

representation has also elaborated

the abstract language of the era.

With the help of Monge's

descriptive geometry, the

representation of abstract designs.

The concept of "space" in painting

and architecture became a

significant question. Architecture

borrowed the concepts of painting

and its techniques of

representation for their efficiency

to explore the conceptual

approach of design.

A painterly, sculptural architectural

synthesis has established

because of the close relation of

architecture to plastic arts.

There were attacks on the

conventional pictorial

representation; ie against

perspective After Durand a similar

approach to Alberti's tradition has

been established and architectural

drawing become a rational,

objectified tool. Perspective has

been questioned and reduced to

geometric abstraction of three-



Perspective became a symbolic •

mean of representation, an

outgrowth of Zeitgeist.

dimensionality.

Axonometry became a symbolic

mean of representation. Unlike

perspective, it has not been

invented in avant-garde period,

instead it has been reinterpreted

through Zeitgeist.

Perspective

Patterned after a form of vision •

(Schneider, 1981, p81)

Things are shown as they •

appear to the human eye

Refers to the perception of the •

viewer.

There is no possibility of •

measurement, since parallel

lines converge to vanishing point

and foreshortening appears.

A tangible and subjective three

dimensionality, depending on the

distance selected and the height

in relation to the viewer's eye

level.

Static in the perception of the •

Viewer, since it offers a

standpoint.

There exists a correspondence •

between representation and

Axonometry

Does not follow the rules of visual

perception, instead it contradicts

these laws.

Things are not shown as they

appear to human eye, but as they

really are.

Refers to the actual appearance of

the object, object oriented.

easy to construct, and measurable

because of the proportional

parallel projection.

A more objective, simpler and

universal method to describe three

dimensionality.

Open to the possibilities of multi-

reading, since it does not suggest

a standpoint.

Axonometry lacks the

correspondence between



perception.

• Defined and realistic in •

character, since it tries to imitate

the real world.

• Suggests a direction towards the •

infinity through the point of

convergence.

• Overlaps with the defined •

understanding of space; with left

right, top and bottom planes.

• Scientific linear perspective was •

an outgrowth of Renaissance

era.

representation and perception.

Undefined, ambiguous In

character, since it does not offer

the image as the reflection of the

real world.

Suggests no directionality, has no

side, front, back, left and right

similar to avant-garde architecture.

Overlaps with the modern

understanding of space; floating,

ambiguous and undefined.

Fragmented planes does not

define space, space became

something in-between.

Axonometry was an outgrowth

from the perspective theories

(Lambert's theory on perspective);

it has been reinterpreted in avant-

garde and became the symbolic

representation of modern

architecture.

Throughout the history, architect's generated ideas. The mystery of

architecture lays in these ideas, this abstract creation and pure

conceptualisation" This divine activity would be imprisoned in the architect's

mind, if the architectural drawing system did not exist. So architectural drawing

has become a translator to make this abstract creation a worldly object. It can

be argued that, drawing is the first step to realise architectural ideals and the

building activity on the other hand, is a secondary step to represent the

conceptual approach behind.

When the architects have become aware of this reality, drawing began to

playa significant role in architectural practice. It has become the most efficient
-~
a"hd influential tool of the architect in the history of architecture. Today we as

architects, do not use the power of architectural drawing. We use the settled



conventions without questioning and observing we use architectural drawing

superficially.

We have analysed the two significant periods of architectural drawing. For

our contemporary practice we have many fact to learn both from Renaissance

and Avant-garde periods. With the precise architectural drawing architecture

has been raised into a respected profession and with the curiosity on drawing

methods the power of drawing has been invented. The drawing methodology is

closely related to the understanding and representation of space. These two

concepts influence each other. For a more effective architectural practice, we

should question the possibilities of drawing. The appropriateness of drawing to

the concept should be the main question of architects. We should investigate

the new means of representation, to reach effective ideas.
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Perspectives are drawings of solid objects on a two dimensional surface to

represent their positions and sizes when viewed from a particular viewpoint.

Perspective in art which is called artificial or linear perspective is the system of

representing the three dimensional space on a two dimensional medium. It has

many common features with, everyday perspective, that is the way people see

or perceive the space and the objects in it. In geometric definition perspective is

a conic projection of lines from a solid object converged to a single point. The

image of the object is created by the intersection of these converging projection

lines with a transparent picture plane i.e. its existence is assumed.

"In drawing a perspective, we project on a flat surface the correct oblique

aspects of a form as they appear to an observer. In other words, a correctly

drawn perspective is the appearance (i.e. what we see) of an object, as

opposed to the reality (i.e. what we know) of that object. Perspective drawings

possess four major characteristics, which are utilised to portray a sense of

space, depth, and the third dimension within the limits of a two-dimensional

drawing.

1. overlapping of forms

2. diminution of size

3. convergence of parallel lines

4. foreshortening" (Ching, 1985, pp 62-63)
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Overlapping of forms causes the interruption of forms representing the

image of the rear object. The diminution of size occurs as the represented

objects get closer to the vanishing point. "Parallel lines appear to converge

toward a common vanishing point as they recede from the observer.

Foreshortening means in perspective; that lines perpendicular to the observers

line of sight appear to diminish in length as they are rotated away from the

observer." (Ching, 1985, p64)

To summarise the properties of perspective:

Horizontal lines parallel to the picture plane remains horizontal,

• Vertical lines parallel to the picture plane remains vertical in section,

• The points supposed to lie at infinity lie on one line, called horizon line and

it is at the same height with the observer's eye,

• Horizontal lines perpendicular to the picture plane if extended infinitely

converge to a single point, called vanishing point,

• Lengths farther away are foreshortened.

As mentioned above because linear perspective has common features

with the observed three dimensionality it gives the sense of rightness. But it can

only approximate on the complex perception and function of the eye because it

is based on a fixed viewpoint of one eye.



APPENDIX B

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS OFAXONOMETRY AND OTHER PARALINE

DRAWINGS

The paraline drawings namely isometrics, axonometrics and plan and

elevation obliques are three dimensional single view drawings to illustrate the

three dimensionality of form and object to construct a more realistic manner

compared with the orthographic drawing.

"Although they can move a figure around or even flip it over, the

transformations of translation, rotation, reflection, and glide-reflection never

change the shape and size of a figure. A transformation with this property is

called an isometry (Greek iso, same; metron, measurement). They can

therefore be used to describe tesselation. An isometry also preserves properties

such as: betweenness, angles, collinearity." (Stevens, 1990, p193)

Paraline drawings combine in one single drawing: the plan, section and

elevation and they differ from perspective that, there exists no vanishing point.

That is parallel lines remains parallel in these drawings while they converge to a

single vanishing point in perspective. They show three dimensions

simultaneously, whereas orthographic drawings of plan, section, and elevation

each describes two dimensions." An orthographic drawing can be described

horizontal relationships (the plan) or vertical relationships (elevation and

section), but none shows vertical and horizontal conditions. Orthogonal

projections of plans, sections and elevations reveal three dimensions in

combination, but their constructions require a viewer to meld two or more

drawings together in the mind in order to grasp completely three dimensional

complexities." (Fraser and Henmi, 1994, p46)

"Axonometrics, and plan oblique, are drawings that are: true to scale plans

that are projected vertically upward to find the ceiling or roof height or

downward to find the floor plan." (Porte, 1991, p96) There are types of

paraline drawings but two of them are widely used in architectural drawing.

These are the isometric and oblique. Oblique has also types in itself these are

plan and elevation obliques. In isometric drawing every surface has the same

equal emphasis, and these faces intercept the picture plane with equal angles.

In this type of drawing orthographic plans and elevations are not available for

use. The plan oblique is a drawing in which the projection lines meet the picture



APPENDIX C

GLOSSARY

Anagrapheis: verbal descriptions of the specifications of buildings in Ancient

Greek

Architecton: the term refers to the master-carpenter in Greek rather than

master-designer

Architectus: this term refers its new meaning during medieval time, which in

turn used for the nomination of practising architect, who lack theoretical

knowledge

Aristographia: refers to the term, Chernikhov devised to signify the art of

creating the beautiful graphic image

Artes liberales: liberal art

Artes mechanicae: mechanical art

Braccia: a Renaissance unit of measurement about 60 em.

Chora: a component of reality in Plato's philosophy, which provides a position

for everything

Construzione legitima: refers to Alberti's scientific construction method of

artificial perspective

Disegno in di grosse: sketches not drawn to scale, illustration of the concept

to the employer

Disegno proporzionato: the proportional drawing with exact measurement

Disegno: refers to the father of three arts (painting, sculpture, and architecture

practically refers to drawing and perspective

Elegans architectus: refers in medieval times to the God as the artful architect,

as the creator of the universe

Esprit nouveau: the new spirit

Experimetika: a drawing method, developed by Chernikhov for engineering

and technical drawings

Formlehre: study of form

Ichnographia: plan (in Vitruvian terms)

Iso: Greek word, means same

Lineamenti: is the term referring Platonic triangular first figure of the cosmos,

later it became the conceptual process of design including geometric drawing

system



Lineamentum: the artistic concept and the development of ideas

Maestri: master craftsmen

Metron: Greek word, means measurement

Orthographia: elevation (in Vitruvian terms)

Paradeigma: the full-scale mock-up model to express the details of buildings in

Ancient Egypt

Perspectiva arbitraris: arbitrary perspective

Perspectiva artificial is: artificial perspective; the term refers to the geometric

construction of scientific perspective

Perspectiva naturalis: means to express the physical structure of reality with

the help of light

Perspectiva: according to DOrer, perspectiva IS a Latin word which means

seeing through

Perspective cavaliere: military perspective

Physis: nature

Plan-net: the term plan-net refers to the verb to plan, to project used in Egypt

Quantum continuum: refers to the total continuity of space created by

perspectival view

Quattrocento: refers 14th century

Rinascita: means as the rebirth, used by Giorgio Vasari, to describe the idea of

Renaissance

Scenographia: perspective (in Vitruvian terms)

Scholastic: the term refers to Panofsky's definition, which describes one, who

has dedicated his life to teaching and learning

Steoretomy: the science of stone cutting

Syngraphai: detailed verbal descriptions set be Greek architect

Timeaus: refers to the Plato's theory 0 vision, which was the first

systematisation of universe through geometry

Vorkurs: foundation course in Bauhaus


